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COMMUNICATINGAND STORING INFORMATION

ASSOCIATED WITH MEDIA BROADCASTS

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present disclosure claims the benefit of each of the following four

commonly-assigned co-pending U.S. Patent Applications: U.S. Patent Application No.

11/210,172, filed August 22, 2005; U.S. Patent Application No. 60/876,857, filed December

22, 2006; U.S. Patent Application No. 60/923,439, filed April 12, 2007; U.S. Patent

Application No. 60/916,766, filed May 8, 2007; and U.S. Patent Application No. 60/957,648,

filed August 23, 2007.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates generally to receiving media broadcasts and in

particular to systems and methods for communicating and storing information associated with

broadcasts.

[0003] Users listen to or watch broadcast media in a variety of contexts. For example, it is

common to listen to the radio while driving or doing chores or the like. During such

listening, the user may hear a song he or she likes but might not hear or be able to remember

the title of the song or the name of the artist. Or a user might see a portion of a television

("TV") broadcast that seems interesting but not catch the name of the program. Further, even

when the identifying information is provided, the user might not have ready access to a pen

or paper to write down the information and might not be able to remember it later. This can

make it difficult for users who want to acquire interesting content to locate the content later.

[0004] In the case of music broadcasts (e.g., radio), various services have sprung up to

assist users in identifying songs they hear. For example, radio stations maintain play lists

indicating what songs were played when, and some services make these lists available to

users. If the user knows which station he or she was listening to and the time when the song

was played, the play list can be searched to identify the song. Other services identify songs

from recorded segments in analog or digital formats. For example, a user with a mobile

phone who hears a song playing in a shop can call a service and allow the service to "hear" a

portion of the song. The service analyzes the sounds and identifies the song. Other services

allow a user to send a digital recording (e.g., in MP3 format) of a segment of the song via the



Internet or other digital data network; the service analyzes the digital recording and identifies

the song.

[0005] These services are not always reliable. In the case of playlists, the user must

remember the station identifying information (e.g., frequency or call letters) and the date and

time. In the case of sample matching, the matching can be error-prone, particularly if the

quality of the recording or live sound is poor.

[0006] It would therefore be desirable to provide improved techniques to facilitate

communication and storing of information about broadcasts.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In accordance with some embodiments of the present invention, a portable media

device and/or an accessory coupled thereto can be used to collect and store information about

broadcast content received by the portable media device and/or accessory. The collected

information, referred to herein as a "tag," can encompass any type of data that facilitates

identification of a particular broadcast track (e.g., a song in the case of music broadcasts, a

podcast, an episode of a TV program, or the like).

[0008] In some embodiments, the portable media device can be coupled to an accessory

that is capable of receiving media broadcasts. The media broadcast can include broadcast

content as well as metadata identifying the content (e.g., track title) and/or the broadcaster.

The accessory can capture the metadata (and/or a portion of the broadcast content itself) and

provide the metadata (and/or content) as a "tag" to the portable media device, either in

response to a user command or automatically.

[0009] In some embodiments, the user can connect the portable media device, e.g., via a

network, to a media asset delivery service, allowing stored tags to be communicated to the

media asset delivery service. The user can then interact with the media asset delivery service

to sample and/or acquire (e.g., download) media content corresponding to the tags.

[0010] One aspect of the present invention relates to a method performed by an accessory

communicably coupled to a portable media device ("PMD"). The accessory can receive

broadcast data including a first track and determine whether the first track is to be tagged. In

response to determining that the first track is to be tagged, the accessory can generate a first

tag comprising identifying information for the first track and instruct the PMD to store the

first tag in a storage medium of the PMD.



[0011] Another aspect of the present invention relates to a method performed by an

accessory communicably coupled to a PMD. The accessory can receive broadcast data

including multiple tracks and metadata associated with each of the tracks. During receiving

of the broadcast data, the accessory can receive an instruction to tag a currently playing one

of the tracks. In response to this instruction, the accessory can instruct the PMD to open a

file on a storage device of the PMD, instruct the PMD to write to the file a first tag record

containing at least a portion of the metadata associated with the currently playing track, and

instruct the PMD to close the file.

[0012] Another aspect of the present invention relates to an accessory for use with a PMD.

The accessory can include a receiver component, a tag extraction engine and an interface.

The receiver component can be configured to receive a broadcast including one or more

tracks. The tag extraction engine can be configured to capture a tag comprising information

related to one of the tracks of the broadcast. The interface can be configured to communicate

the captured tag from the tag extraction engine to a PMD, wherein the PMD is configured to

store the tag in a storage medium.

[0013] Another aspect of the invention relates to a method performed by a PMD

communicably coupled to an accessory adapted to receive broadcast data. The PMD can

receive an instruction from the accessory to open a tag file in a storage medium of the PMD.

In response to the instruction to open a tag file, the PMD can open the tag file and return a

handle for the tag file to the accessory. The PMD can receive an instruction from the

accessory to write a first tag to the tag file, where the first tag comprises identifying

information for a track of broadcast data received by the accessory. In response to the

instruction to write the first tag, the PMD can store the first tag in the tag file.

[0014] Another aspect of the invention relates to a method performed by a PMD. The

PMD can receive a first tag comprising identifying information for a first media asset,

communicate at least a portion of the identifying information from the first tag to a media

asset delivery service, receive information related to the first media asset from the media

asset delivery service, and present the received information to a user of the PMD.

[0015] Another aspect of the present invention relates to a PMD. The PMD can include a

storage medium, a storage interface engine, and an interface. The storage medium can be

adapted to store data including media assets. The storage interface engine can be

communicably coupled to the storage medium and adapted to read data from and write data



to the storage medium. The interface can be adapted to receive a tag comprising information

related to a currently playing track of a broadcast and to instruct the storage interface to store

the tag in the storage medium.

[0016] Another aspect of the present invention relates to a method of providing access to

information about a media asset. A tag comprising identifying information for a first media

asset can be received. At least a portion of the received identifying information can be

transmitted to a media asset delivery service. In response, a reference to track-related

information maintained by the media asset delivery service can be received from the media

asset delivery service. An entry for the first media asset in a list of media assets can be

generated, and the entry can be associated with the reference to the track-related information

the list of media assets can be displayed for a user. In response to a user input signal, the

reference can be used to access the track-related information.

[0017] Another aspect of the present invention relates to a method of acquiring a media

asset. A tag for the media asset can be received. The tag can include an asset identifier

associated with the media asset by a media asset delivery service and an affiliate identifier,

the affiliate identifier identifying a referral source that provided the unique identifier. An

asset acquisition request can be sent to the media asset delivery service. The asset acquisition

request can include the asset identifier and the affiliate identifier. In response to the asset

acquisition request, the media asset can be received from the media asset delivery service.

[0018] Another aspect of the invention relates to a method of facilitating acquisition of a

media asset. A media asset delivery service can receive a request from a client device to

acquire a media asset. The request can identify the media asset by reference to a unique

identifier associated with the media asset by the media asset delivery service, and the request

can further include an affiliate identifier, the affiliate identifier identifying a referral source

from which the client device obtained the unique identifier. In response to the request, the

media asset can be transmitted to the client, and the referral source identified by the affiliate

identifier can be credited.

[0019] Another aspect of the invention relates to a method of providing information about a

media asset. A PMD can receive broadcast data including a track and generate a tag for the

track, where the tag includes identifying information for the track. The PMD can store the

tag and can also transmit the tag to a tag recipient via a network, e.g., using e-mail, short

messaging service, instant messaging, or the like.



[0020] The following detailed description together with the accompanying drawings will

provide a better understanding of the nature and advantages of the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] FIG. IA illustrates a portable media device ("PMD") system for tagging broadcast

content according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0022] FIGS. IB-I F illustrate a few of many possible configurations of a PMD and

accessory according to various embodiments of the present invention.

[0023] FIG. 2 is a table listing examples of metadata that can be captured by an accessory

and/or a PMD according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0024] FIG. 3 is a table identifying some types of metadata fields that may be supported by

various radio data services.

[0025] FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate systems in which a PMD uses two or more

communication networks in an integrated manner in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention.

[0026] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating use of two or more communication networks in

an integrated manner in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0027] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating use of two or more communication networks in

an integrated manner in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention.

[0028] FIG. 7 illustrates a hierarchical XML dictionary file that can be used to store tags

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0029] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating user interactions with media broadcasts in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0030] FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of a process for capturing and recording tags according to

an embodiment of the present invention,

[0031] FIG. 10 is a flow diagram of a process for capturing and recording tags according to

another embodiment of the invention.

[0032] FIG. 11 is a flow diagram showing a tagging process according to yet another

embodiment of the present invention.



[0033] FIG. 12 is a flow diagram of a tag capture and recording process that can be used by

an accessory that has local tag storage according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0034] FIGS. 13A and 13B are flow diagrams of processes that an accessory can use to

identify ambiguous requests for tags according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0035] FIG. 14 illustrates a tag playlist according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[0036] FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of a process that can be used to generate a tag playlist

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0037] FIG. 16 is a flow diagram illustrating user interactions with a media asset

management and delivery system in accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention.

[0038] FIG. 17 is a diagram of a media communication system incorporating tagging

features according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0039] In accordance with some embodiments of the present invention, a portable media

device and/or an accessory coupled thereto can be used to collect and store information about

broadcast content received by the portable media device and/or accessory. The collected

information, referred to herein as a "tag," can encompass any type of data that facilitates

identification of a particular broadcast track (e.g., a song in the case of music broadcasts, a

podcast, an episode of a TV program, or the like).

[0040] In some embodiments, the portable media device can be coupled to an accessory

that is capable of receiving media broadcasts. The media broadcast can include broadcast

content as well as metadata identifying the content (e.g., track title) and/or the broadcaster.

The accessory can capture the metadata (and/or a portion of the broadcast content itself) and

provide the metadata (and/or content) as a "tag" to the portable media device, either in

response to a user command or automatically.

[0041] In some embodiments, the user can connect the portable media device, e.g., via a

network, to a media asset delivery service, allowing stored tags to be communicated to the

media asset delivery service. The user can then interact with the media asset delivery service

to sample and/or acquire (e.g., download) media content corresponding to the tags.



[0042] As used herein, a "broadcast" refers generally to real-time distribution of media

content (e.g., audio and/or visual data) via a wired or wireless medium to an arbitrary number

of receivers that may be tuned in to receive it. Broadcast media can include, e.g., over-the-air

radio or television (TV), satellite radio or TV, cable TV or music services, Internet streaming

broadcasts, podcasts and so on. Broadcast data may be transmitted in analog, digital and/or

hybrid forms as is known in the art. In general, a receiver does not control when a broadcast

begins or ends, although some receivers (e.g., audio or video recorders) may be able to store

broadcast content for later presentation to a user.

[0043] Broadcasts can be divided into "tracks," where a track is simply a subset of the

broadcast content that is logically regarded as a unit. For example, each song played by a

radio station can be a track. A broadcast advertisement could also be a track. An episode of

a TV series can be a track, or different segments of the episode (separated, e.g., by

commercial breaks) can each be a track. A program such as a talk show can be treated as a

single track or divided into multiple tracks, e.g., based on the topics covered, the

segmentation of the program due to advertisements, or the like. In some instances, an entire

broadcast (e.g., a podcast) may be identified as a single track. In some embodiments

described herein, a track can be identified based on metadata created and embedded in the

broadcast, e.g., by an originator of the broadcast; when some or all of the metadata changes, a

new track is indicated. A suitably configured receiver can detect and extract this metadata

from the received broadcast and thereby determine when a track begins or ends.

[0044] A "portable media device" (or "PMD") as used herein refers generally to any

electronic device with the capability of storing and playing media assets, including but not

limited to audio assets, video assets, still images, and the like. The portable PMD can be

connected to an accessory that includes a receiver, which can be any device capable of

receiving a broadcast via any applicable medium (e.g., as listed above). Alternatively, a

receiver can be integrated into the PMD.

[0045] In accordance with some embodiments of the present invention, the PMD can be

operated to store a tag representing a broadcast track received by the receiver. As used

herein, the term "tag" can encompass any type of data that facilitates identification of a

particular track. Examples include: track-identifying metadata that is broadcast in

association with the track; a captured portion of the broadcast content that can be analyzed

and compared to known samples of tracks; and/or information identifying a source and time



of the broadcast that can later be matched to a listing of the source's broadcasting activity.

The tag can be provided to a media asset management and/or delivery service that sells or

otherwise distributes media assets including the tagged tracks; examples of such services

include the iTunes™ service provided by Apple, Inc., the Y ! Music™ Unlimited service

provided by Yahoo!, Inc., or the Zune™ Marketplace provided by Microsoft Corp. The

media asset management and/or delivery service can use the tag to identify and provide

access to the track and/or related information. For example, the user of a portable PMD that

has stored tags may connect to the service and thereupon be prompted to download a tagged

track, experience a preview of a tagged track, or the like.

Systems for Tagging Broadcasts

[0046] FIG. IA illustrates PMD system 100 for tagging broadcast content according to an

embodiment of the present invention. System 100 includes PMD 102 coupled to accessory

104, which is capable of receiving broadcasts. In one embodiment, PMD 102 can be, e.g., an

iPod™ or iPhone™ PMD produced by Apple, Inc., and accessory 104 can be any device that

is capable of receiving broadcasts and communicating with PMD 102, such as a suitably

configured radio receiver (e.g., FM, AM or satellite radio in standard or hybrid digital ("HD

radio" formats), a receiver for high-definition television ("HDTV") or the like.

[0047] In this embodiment, PMD 102 can include storage device 106, storage interface

engine 108, playback engine 110, user interface engine 112, display 114, audio output device

116, user input control(s) 118, and accessory interface 120. In one embodiment, display 114

can include, e.g., an LCD screen, and audio output device 116 can include, e.g., a

conventional headphones jack and/or one or more speakers. User input control(s) 118 can

include, e.g., one or more buttons, touch pads, touch screens, scroll wheels, click wheels, or

any other control(s) capable of generating electrical signals corresponding to manipulations

of the control(s) by a user.

[0048] User interface engine 112 can include any combination of circuitry and/or software

that enables a user to control operation of PMD 102. In one embodiment, user interface

engine 112 receives user inputs from user input control(s) 118 and provides corresponding

commands to storage interface 108 and/or playback engine 110. User interface engine 112

also receives data from storage interface 108 and/or playback engine 110 and provides

corresponding output to a user via display 114 and/or audio output device 116. In some

embodiments, user interface engine 112 also delivers media content from playback engine



108 to display 114 and/or audio output device 116. User interface engine 112 in some

embodiments can also receive user input related to tagging of broadcast tracks, as described

below.

[0049] Storage device 106 can be used to store information including media assets (e.g.,

music, video, podcasts, photos or other still images, etc.) as well as tags associated with

broadcast tracks, as described below. Storage device 106 can include, e.g., magnetic or

optical disk, flash memory, or any other storage medium that supports storage of data for an

arbitrary period of time (e.g., until deleted by a user). Storage interface engine 108 can

include any combination of circuitry and/or software that manages access to storage device

106. In one embodiment, storage interface engine 108 supports reading from and writing to

storage device 106.

[0050] Playback engine 110 can include any combination of circuitry and/or software that

manages playback of media assets stored in storage device 106 and, in some embodiments,

playback of broadcast content received by accessory 104. In some embodiments, playback

engine 110 responds to commands from user interface engine 112 and/or commands

delivered from an accessory via accessory interface 120.

[0051] Accessory interface module 120 can include a connector providing mechanical

and/or electrical coupling to accessory 104. In some embodiments, a "wired" coupling —

e.g., a direct connection or a connection via a suitable cable — may be provided.

Alternatively, accessory interface module 120 can implement a wireless connection (e.g.,

using Bluetooth or other wireless connection protocols). Accessory interface module 120 can

also include other hardware components (e.g., logic circuits) and/or software components to

interpret signals received from accessory 104 and/or to generate signals to be transmitted to

accessory 104. Such signals may represent, e.g., commands and/or data being exchanged

between PMD 102 and accessory 104, including commands and/or data related to tagging of

broadcast tracks as described below.

[0052] Aspects of storage interface engine 108, playback engine 110, user interface engine

112, and accessory interface 120 can be implemented, e.g., using software programs running

on one or more suitably configured microprocessors or microcontrollers (not explicitly

shown). Other implementations are also possible; for instance, some or all of storage

interface engine 108, playback engine 110, user interface engine 112, and/or accessory

interface 120 might be implemented on different, interconnected processors.



[0053] Accessory 104 can be any accessory capable of receiving broadcasts. In the

embodiment of FIG. IA, accessory 104 includes receiver component 122 coupled to antenna

124 and/or cable 126, content extraction engine 128, tag extraction engine 130, user interface

132, tag store 134, and PMD interface 136.

[0054] Receiver component 122 can be used to receive broadcasts via one or more media;

any broadcast medium or combination of media can be supported. In this example, receiver

component 122 can connect to antenna 124, which can be capable of detecting broadcasts via

a wireless medium (e.g., FM or AM radio in standard and/or HD formats, over- the-air TV,

satellite TV or radio, WiFi, cellular communication network, etc.). Receiver component 122

can also connect to cable 126 and thus be capable of receiving broadcasts via a wired medium

(e.g., cable TV service, wired Internet connection, or the like). Receiver component 122 may

include any hardware and/or software elements usable to extract broadcast data from wired

and/or wireless media as desired; the particular components will depend on the medium (or

media) supported Any combination or sub-combination of wired and/or wireless media can

be supported.

[0055] Receiver component 120 can deliver signals corresponding to received broadcasts to

content extraction engine 128 to deliver media content. Content extraction engine 128 can

include appropriate decoding and processing components to extract audio and/or video

signals from a received broadcast; these components can generate analog and/or digital

signals suitable for driving video and/or audio output devices (not explicitly shown in FIG.

IA), such as display devices and/or speakers. Such output devices can be integrated into

accessory 104 or supplied as external components coupled to accessory 104 via suitable

connections. In addition or alternatively, content extraction engine 128 can deliver extracted

content to PMD 102 via player interface 136, and PMD 102 can play the content via its own

output devices. In other embodiments, an accessory 104 can be configured to selectably

deliver media content to either media output devices connected to content extraction module

128 or PMD 102 or both. Thus, accessory 104 can operate while connected to PMD 102 and

can also operate in a standalone mode (i.e., not connected to PMD 102).

[0056] User interface 132 of accessory 104 can provide input and/or output devices to

allow a user to control the operation of receiver 122, content extraction engine 128, and/or

tag extraction engine 130. For example, user interface 188 can include a button that a user

can operate to instruct tag extraction engine 124 to capture or record the metadata for a



currently playing track. Other buttons may allow the user to select broadcast sources and/or

channels for receiver 184, adjust volume and/or picture settings, and so on.

[0057] Receiver component 122 also communicates with tag extraction engine 130. Tag

extraction engine 130 captures tag information associated with broadcast content and

provides the tag information to tag storage area 134. Tag storage area 134 can be used to

store tags that a user of accessory 104 might opt to capture at times when accessory 104 is

operating in standalone mode. Tag storage area 134 can be implemented using nonvolatile

storage (e.g., magnetic or optical disk, flash memory or other storage media) and can thus

store tags indefinitely, regardless of whether power is continuously supplied to accessory

104. As described below, in some embodiments, tags that a user opts to capture while

accessory 104 is in standalone mode can be stored in tag storage area 134 until such time as

accessory 104 is next connected to PMD 102. At that point, PMD interface 136 of accessory

104 can deliver the stored tags to PMD 102 via accessory interface 120. Accessory interface

120 can communicate with storage engine 108 to store the tags in PMD storage device 106.

In other embodiments, accessory 104 might not include non-volatile tag storage and

preservation of tags may be possible only when PMD 102 is connected to accessory 104.

[0058] PMD interface 136 communicates with accessory interface 120 of PMD 102. As

described above, the communication may be via a wired or wireless channel. Aspects of

communication between PMD 102 and accessory 104 relevant to embodiments of the present

invention are described below.

[0059] Aspects of receiver 122, content extraction engine 126, tag extraction engine 130,

user interface 132, and PMD interface 136 can be implemented, e.g., using software

executing on one or more suitably configured microprocessors or microcontrollers (not

explicitly shown). Other implementations are also possible.

[0060] System 100 can also include other components in addition to or instead of those

shown here. For example, accessory 104 may include a storage device capable of storing

broadcast content and may be operated as a recorder of such content. Alternatively,

accessory 104 may be capable of delivering broadcast content to PMD 102 for storage in

storage device 106 rather than immediate playback. In some embodiments, PMD 102 and/or

accessory 104 may include fewer components than those shown herein. For example, if

accessory 104 can be controlled via PMD 102, a separate user interface for accessory 104

might not be provided. As another example, in embodiments where accessory 104 is



operable to tag broadcast content only when connected to PMD 102, tag storage area 134

might be omitted.

[0061] The various components of system 100 can be packaged and/or sold as one or more

separate devices. For example, PMD 102 could include any or all of the components of

accessory 104; thus, in one embodiment, content extraction engine 128 and/or tag extraction

engine 130 could be implemented on the same microprocessor(s) as storage interface engine

108, playback engine 110 and user interface engine 112.

[0062] Where some or all components of accessory 104 are packaged and/or sold

separately from PMD 102, accessory 104 can include its own user input controls and/or user

output devices as noted above. A user may be able to operate PMD 104 by remote control

via user interface 132 of accessory 104 and/or to use output devices of accessory 104 to play

media content stored by PMD 102; similarly, the user may be able to use controls 118 of

PMD 102 to operate accessory 104 and/or use display 114 and/or audio output devicel 16 of

PMD 102 to play broadcast content received by accessory 104. For example, PMD 104 can

provide a graphical radio tuner on display device 114 that can be adjusted using, e.g., user

input control 118; accessory interface 120 can relay information relating to the adjustment to

accessory 104, and receiver component 122 can modify its tuning accordingly.

[0063] In one embodiment, user interface 124 of accessory 104 can include a control that a

user can operate to tag broadcast content. For example, user interface 124 can include a

"Tag" button that the user can press at any time while listening to or watching broadcast

media to indicate that a currently playing track should be tagged. Alternatively, user input

devices 118 of PMD 102 can include a "Tag" button or other control that a user can operate

to tag broadcast content. A "Tag" button or other control operable to tag broadcast content

may also be provided on a remote control device that delivers control signals (e.g., via

infrared or RF signaling) to accessory 104 and/or PMD 102.

[0064] When the "Tag" button (or other control) is operated, accessory 104 captures (or

collects) a tag associated with the broadcast content. In one embodiment, the tag can include

metadata that is captured from the broadcast itself and/or from other information available to

accessory 104. For example, if the broadcast content is a song, identifying information

transmitted in the broadcast might include, e.g., the title of the song, the name of the artist,

the title of the album from which the song was extracted, a standard identification code

associated with the song, or the like. If the broadcast content is a video program (e.g., an



episode of a TV series), the identifying information might include, e.g., the title of the series,

the title of the episode, an identification code for the series or episode, the original air date,

the names of actors, directors, writers or producers involved in the episode, or the like. The

metadata may also include information identifying the source of the broadcast, such as the

call sign and dominant market area (DMA) of a radio or TV station, identification of a radio

or TV network with which the broadcaster is affiliated, or the like.

[0065] In addition to or instead of extracting metadata from the broadcast itself, accessory

104 in some embodiments can capture a portion of the broadcast content for later use in

identifying the broadcast. The captured portion can be, e.g., any portion usable as a

"fingerprint" to identify the broadcast from which the portion was captured. For example, in

the case of a digital broadcast, the digital sample values representing a second or two of the

content might be captured. For an analog broadcast, digital sample values corresponding to

the analog representation of a second or two of the broadcast content might be captured. The

captured portion can be, e.g., a first portion, a last portion, or any other arbitrary portion of

the broadcast content. As used herein, the term "tag" can encompass a captured portion of

the broadcast content in addition to or instead of metadata that is associated with but not part

of the broadcast content.

[0066] Additional metadata can be generated by accessory 104. For example, if the

broadcast originates from a radio or TV station, accessory 104 can provide the frequency or

channel to which it was tuned even if the transmitted metadata does not include identification

of the broadcast's source. Accessory 104 might also add a timestamp indicating when the

broadcast was received or tagged, or similar information.

[0067] Accessory 104 can communicate the collected tag information to PMD 102, which

can store the tag in storage device 106. Communication and storing of tags is described

further below.

[0068] In some embodiments, accessory 104 and/or PMD 102 can provide graphical

information to the user about the broadcast content. For example, tag extraction engine 130

can supply metadata (or other information) pertaining to the currently playing track to a

display device of accessory 104, or the metadata can be delivered to PMD 102 for display on

PMD display device 114. Graphical information can include text (e.g., title and artist of a

song or other program information), still images (e.g., album covers or advertisement), or

animated images (e.g., a music video corresponding to the audio track or advertisement).



[0069] PMD 102 and accessory 104 can be realized in a variety of devices having varying

form factors, components, and connections. FIGS. 1B-1F illustrate a few of the many

possible configurations. In FIG. IB, portable radio adaptor 140 embodies aspects of

accessory 104, and media player 142 embodies aspects of PMD 102. Portable radio adaptor

140 can connect to media player 142 via cable 144. In this embodiment, media player 142

includes connector 146 adapted to connect to one end 148 of cable 144 while portable radio

adaptor 140 includes connector 150 adapted to connect to the other end 152 of cable 144.

Connectors 146 and 150 might or might not have the same form factor, number of pins, etc.

For example, connector 146 can be a 30-pin connector such as is used on iPod™ media

players while connector 150 can be a Universal Serial Bus ("USB") or FireWire connector or

other standard or custom connector. In still other embodiments, media player 142 and

portable radio adaptor 140 can each include a wireless interface (e.g., Bluetooth), allowing

media player 142 and portable radio adaptor 140 to communicate with each other without a

physical connection.

[0070] In FIG. 1C, media player 142 again embodies aspects of PMD 102, while radio

dock 160 embodies aspects of accessory 104. PMD 102 can be inserted into connector 162

of radio dock 160. In this example, radio dock 160 is connected via cable 164 to broadcast

medium 166. Medium 166 could be, e.g., a cable TV network, the Internet, or any other

network to which a wired connection is possible and via which a broadcast can be received.

Although not expressly shown, it is to be understood that the broadcast medium can also be a

wireless medium, and radio dock 160 can include an antenna or other suitable components

for receiving wireless broadcasts.

[0071] FIG. ID shows yet another configuration, in which media player 142 can be

connected to computer system 170 via cable 172. Computer system 170, which may be of

generally conventional design, can be connected to network 174 (e.g., the Internet) via cable

176. (A wireless connection can be substituted for either or both of cables 172 and 176.) In

this embodiment, computer system 170 may be used as a receiver for media content that is

broadcast via network 174; for example, radio or TV content streamed via the Internet. In

addition, computer system 170 might include a TV or radio tuner card that can be connected

to an antenna or cable to provide TV or radio content to computer system 170.

[0072] Computer system 170 may also be used as a host to connect media player 142 (or

other embodiments of PMD 102) to media asset delivery service 178 that sells or otherwise



distributes media assets (such as songs, movies, episodes of TV or radio shows, podcasts, and

the like). Examples of media asset delivery services include the iTunes™ Store service

provided by Apple, Inc., the Y ! Music™ Unlimited service provided by Yahoo!, Inc., or the

Zune™ Marketplace service provided by Microsoft Corp.; other services might also be used.

When connected to such a service, tags previously stored on media player 142 can be used to

identify media assets that the user might be interested in purchasing. In one embodiment, the

user of computer system 170 can view a list of previously tagged tracks and select any or all

of the tracks for purchase. Some examples of specific processes for interacting with online

media asset services using stored tags are described below. Other examples are described in

U.S. Patent Application No. 11/210,172 (U.S. Patent App. Pub. No. 2006/0235864 Al).

[0073] FIG. IE illustrates yet another configuration, in which mobile telephone and media

device 180 embodies aspects of PMD 102 while radio adaptor 182 embodies aspects of

accessory 104. Mobile telephone and media device 180 can be connected to radio adaptor

182 that has connector 184 adapted to mate directly to a connector port of mobile telephone

and media device 180. In the embodiment as shown, radio adaptor 182 has antenna 186

adapted to receive radio broadcasts (e.g., any of the radio formats mentioned above), while

mobile telephone and media device 180 has antenna 188 adapted to provide two-way

communication with a data network. For instance mobile telephone and media device 180

and antenna 188 may support a WiFi protocol that enables communication between mobile

telephone and media device 180 and a wireless Internet access point. Although shown as

external components, antennas 186 and 188 may be integrated into the respective housings of

mobile telephone and media device 180 and radio adaptor 182 or may protrude therefrom.

[0074] In FIG. IF, portable media device 190 embodies aspects of both PMD 102 and

accessory 104. PMD 190 can include an integrated radio receiver 192 and antenna 194. As

in other embodiments, antenna 194 may be integrated into the housing of PMD 190 or may

protrude therefrom. Radio receiver 192 can be adapted to receive various types of radio

broadcasts, including any of the formats mentioned above. PMD 190 can also be adapted to

connect to a data network, e.g., via a wired or wireless connection (not explicitly shown in

FIG. IF). In this embodiment, PMD 190 can receive a broadcast and interact with a user to

tag a track. PMD 190 can also communicate via the data network with a media asset delivery

service (e.g. media asset delivery service 178 shown in FIG. ID) to obtained tagged content

or information about tagged content, as described below.



[0075] It will be appreciated that the PMD systems described herein are illustrative and that

variations and modifications are possible. A PMD may include any device capable of storing

and/or playing media content for a user, and broadcast-receiving capability may be provided

by a detachable receiver accessory or by receiver components built into the PMD. Further,

although the embodiments of FIGS. 1B-1F may make specific reference to radio accessories,

it is to be understood that an accessory can receive other types of media broadcasts in

addition to or instead of radio broadcasts. PMD 102 and accessory 104 may also provide

additional capabilities (e.g., recording broadcasts; making and receiving telephone calls;

managing personal information such as contacts and calendar; communicating via e-mail, text

messaging, instant messaging, etc.) as desired.

[0076] Although PMD 102 and accessory 104 are described herein with reference to

particular blocks and modules, it is to be understood that these blocks and modules are

defined for convenience of description and are not intended to imply a particular physical

arrangement of component parts. Further, the blocks/modules need not correspond to

physically distinct components. For instance, those skilled in the art will appreciate that

different combinations of hardware and/or software components may also be used and that

particular operations or features described as being implemented in software might also be

implemented in hardware or vice versa.

Content of Tags

[0077] In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, an accessory such as

accessory 104 of FIG. IA and/or a PMD such as PMD 102 of FIG. IA can capture and store

tags related to broadcast content. As noted above, the term "tag" can encompass any type of

data that facilitates identification of a particular track. Examples of tags will now be

described; it is to be understood that these examples are illustrative and not limiting.

[0078] In some embodiments, a tag includes metadata associated with a received broadcast.

Metadata can be available, e.g., in digital audio or video broadcast streams, such as HD radio

or HDTV broadcasts. In some embodiments, one or more of the following sources can be

used: radio data system ("RDS") data, UPC data, international standard recording code

("ISRC") data, Global Release Identifier ("GRid") data, All Media Guide ("AMG") data,

application specific data (e.g., such as that used in media management and delivery systems

similar to that offered under the trademark iTunes™ by Apple Inc. of Cupertino, California),

or any combination thereof.



[0079] A variety of information about the track and/or the broadcaster may be included in

the metadata. FIG. 2 is a table 200 listing examples of metadata that can be captured by

accessory 104 and/or PMD 102 according to an embodiment of the present invention. In the

table of FIG. 2, the broadcast is an audio track (e.g., a song) received from a radio station; it

will be appreciated that other types of broadcast content (e.g., video broadcasts, spoken-word

broadcasts, etc.) could also be tagged using similar metadata.

[0080] Metadata in one embodiment includes track-identifying information, such as track

name (or title), artist name, album name, or a combination thereof. Metadata can also include

a track identification code (Trackldentif ϊ er), which can be, e.g., a unique numerical value or

character string identifier associated with the track. Multiple track identifiers may be

supported. For example, various standard track identifiers such as an AMG identifier, an

ISRC, or GRid can be used. In addition, a proprietor of a media delivery service (such as, for

instance, the iTunes Store™ service of Apple Inc.) can define its own unique track identifiers

and make those identifiers available to broadcast partners (selected broadcasters or all

broadcasters); the broadcast partners can then embed these track identifiers as metadata in

their broadcasts.

[0081] Metadata can also have temporal aspects. For example, the metadata associated

with a radio talk show may change as the topics change. In this manner, the PMD can

receive nontemporal metadata associated with the talk show, which is consistent for the

length of the talk show, as well as temporal metadata that can be directed, e.g., to a book

while the book is being discussed during the talk show or to a celebrity while the celebrity is

being discussed during the talk show.

[0082] Station-identifying information can also be embedded in the broadcast data stream

and extracted as metadata, e.g., by tag extraction engine 130 of accessory 104 of FIG. IA.

Station identifying information can include, for example, station frequency, station name,

station genre, station call letters, station tagline, program name, disc jockey name, station

message, station designated market area (DMA), station website URL, network affiliation of

the station, or any combination thereof. In some embodiments, a broadcaster may register as

a "broadcast partner" of a media asset delivery service (e.g., media asset delivery service 178

of FIG. ID). The service assigns a unique affiliate identifier to each broadcast partner, and

the broadcast partner can include its affiliate identifier in the metadata for each track it

broadcasts. If a user tags a track, the affiliate identifier can be recorded as part of the tag, and



when a recorded tag is provided to media asset delivery service 178, the service receives the

affiliate identifier. In the event that the user purchases the tagged track, the service can use

the affiliate identifier to award payment or other credit to the broadcast partner whose

broadcast led to the purchase. (Purchasing of tagged tracks is described further below.)

[0083] In some embodiments, metadata can also include images associated with the track,

e.g., album art, cover or images from a book, or the like (not listed in FIG. 2). Metadata can

also include a timestamp indicating the date and time that the track was tagged. In some

embodiments, a timestamp can be used in conjunction with station identifying information to

identify the tagged track. For instance, when PMD 102 is connected to a data network (e.g.,

via host computer 170 as shown in FIG. ID or wirelessly as shown in FIG. IE), the stored tag

information can be used to access a database in a server connected to the data network to

identify the media asset that was being played at the stated time on the stated station

frequency or name.

[0084] A tag can also include other information that might or might not be part of the

received metadata. For example, other identification information can include in point, out

point, country code, media type, program type, version information, hardware or

manufacturer ID of the accessory that captured the tag, podcast feed information, or any other

suitable information. If station-identifying information (e.g., frequency) is not included in the

metadata, an accessory can be configured to add this information to the tag, e.g., by recording

the frequency to which it was tuned when the track was tagged.

[0085] In some embodiments, a tag can be required to include a subset of the fields in FIG.

2, with other fields being optional. For instance, in some embodiments, the Name, Artist, and

Album fields may be sufficient to uniquely identify most tracks, and all other fields can be

made optional. In some embodiments, tag extraction engine 130 of accessory 104 (FIG. IA)

is configured to populate every field of the tag for which the broadcast source provides

sufficient metadata. Further, the available fields can also include an "Unknown" field, which

tag extraction engine 130 can populate with any received metadata that the accessory does

not recognize. Populating the unknown field makes the unrecognized metadata available to

PMD 102 and potentially to media asset delivery service 178 (or other service) with which

PMD 102 communicates as described below. Media asset delivery service 178 (or other

service) or PMD 102 may be able to interpret the unrecognized metadata. Thus, a tag is not

limited to any particular combination of metadata fields.



[0086] In another embodiment, accessory 104 and/or PMD 102 can capture a portion of the

broadcast content in a tag, in addition to or instead of metadata extracted from the broadcast

stream. It is to be understood that a tag need not include all possible identifying information.

[0087] The amount and type of information available to be stored in a tag can depend on

the broadcast source. In addition, different broadcast signals can include different types

and/or different amounts of information. FIG. 3 is a table 300 identifying some types of data

fields supported by various known radio data services, such as HD radio program service data

("PSD"), HD radio station information service ("SIS"), HD radio station information guide

("SIG"), RDS, and satellite radio program associated data ("PAD"). Table 300 also identifies

data fields that might be supported in an enterprise partner feed ("EPF") used by broadcast

partners of a media asset delivery service.

[0088] Alternative identification information and methods of identifying a media asset

currently being broadcast that are known in the art or otherwise may also be used, including

any combination of the above-described methods. Tag information can be received by an

accessory or directly by a PMD in a variety of formats, and any combination of information

identifying the track and/or the broadcaster (or other source) may be included in a tag.

[0089] In some embodiments, multiple networks may be used to provide the broadcast

content and the tag information. For example, a PMD such as PMD 102 of FIG. IA and/or

an accessory such as accessory 104 of FIG. IA can communicate via multiple communication

networks capable of simultaneously accepting and playing a media broadcast (e.g., a radio

broadcast, a television broadcast, a telephone call, etc.). The present invention can include

systems and methods that use two or more of those communication networks in an integrated

manner.

[0090] FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate systems in which a PMD uses two or more

communication networks in an integrated manner in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention. Referring first to FIG. 4A, system 400 includes PMD 402 and broadcaster

404. System 400 can manage media information transmission (e.g., media track metadata)

when there are bandwidth constraints. For example, in some cases, it may be desirable to

provide large amounts of metadata with a media broadcast. However, due to bandwidth

limits, it may be impractical to do so. System 400 can solve this problem by using bandwidth

from more than one communication network to send large amounts of information for the

same media broadcast. Some embodiments of the present invention provide for transmitting



and downloading information (e.g., metadata) requiring larger bandwidth and/or transmitting

and downloading information more quickly by communicating different portions of the

information using different communication networks.

[0091] For example, in one embodiment, broadcaster 404 can transmit a media broadcast in

multiple data segments A, B, and C, each of which can be encoded in a different

communication format. The multiple communication formats can be appropriate for different

communication networks (e.g., cellular, internet, terrestrial radio, satellite radio, terrestrial

cable, satellite cable, etc.). PMD 402 can be equipped with multiple communication

receivers 406a-c configured for receiving the multiple data segments in accordance with the

different communication formats. Controller 408 processes and combines the multiple data

segments as appropriate to reconstruct the complete transmission.

[0092] In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, shown in FIG. 4B, media

broadcaster 410 can transmit the media broadcast in a single type of communication format.

PMD 412 can include parser 414, which can receive the media broadcast and parse the signal

into multiple data segments A, B, and C, each of which can be encoded in a different

communication format.

[0093] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of process 500 illustrating use of two or more

communication networks in an integrated manner in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention. In this embodiment, a PMD includes telephone (e.g., cell phone or other

mobile telephone capability) capability and can integrate a media transmission into otherwise

dead air during a telephone call. For example, instead of dead air when a call is connecting

and when the caller is put on hold, the PMD can bleed in a media transmission. During the

media transmission, the user can interact with the live media broadcast, e.g., by tagging the

broadcast content as described below.

[0094] The process starts (step 501) in an idle state. In step 502, a call can be initiated. In

step 504, a controller in the PMD can determine whether the call has connected. If not, in

step 506, the PMD can play the media broadcast, bleeding it into dead air as the call is

connecting. During the period in which the media broadcast is bled into the call, the user can

interact with the media broadcast (step 508), e.g., by tagging media tracks, purchasing media

tracks, and/or recording the media broadcast as described below. A user may also be able to

access other options while on hold or waiting for a call to connect.



[0095] If the controller determines that the call has connected, the controller then can

determine whether the call has ended in step 510. If not, the controller thereafter can

determine whether the call has been put on hold (step 512). If so, in step 514, the PMD can

play the media broadcast, bleeding it into dead air while the call is on hold. During the

period in which the media broadcast is bled into the call, the user can interact with the media

broadcast (step 516), e.g., by tagging media tracks, purchasing media tracks, and/or recording

the media broadcast as described below. The PMD may continue to bleed the media

broadcast into the call as long as the call is on hold.

[0096] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of process 600 illustrating use of two or more

communication networks in an integrated manner in accordance with another embodiment of

the present invention. During a telephone call, a PMD with integrated telephone capability

(e.g., cell phone or other mobile phone capability) can bleed a media broadcast into a call

responsive to a user request. For example, the PMD can provide visual indication of the

media being played by a radio broadcast currently being received and can selectively bleed

the media stream into the telephone conversation at the user's request. The user then can tag

a media file being played and share a copy the tag with the person on the other end of the line

or other people.

[0097] The process starts (step 601) in an idle state. In step 602, the PMD can connect the

telephone call; for instance, the user may operate controls of the PMD to place a call or

accept an incoming call. In step 604, the integrated device can output media track

information or metadata being provided with the media broadcast (e.g., title and artist of a

currently playing song). In one embodiment, the integrated device has a display on which the

metadata can be provided to the user.

[0098] When the user is interested in the media track being played, the user can actuate a

user input component of the PMD to indicate the desire to tag, purchase, or record the media

track (not explicitly shown in FIG. 6). Alternatively, the user can actuate a user input

component to indicate the user's desire to bleed the media broadcast into the call (step 606).

If the user does not indicate a desire to bleed the media broadcast into the call, then provided

that the call has not ended (step 608), the process continues to output media track info (step

604) and await further user input.

[0099] If the user indicates a desire to bleed the media broadcast into the call, then at step

610, the PMD begins bleeding the media broadcast into the call, making the broadcast



audible to all parties connected to the call. The user can continue with the telephone

conversation and interact with the media broadcast, e.g., by tagging media tracks, purchasing

media tracks, and/or recording the media broadcast as described below. In particular, if the

user or another party to the call is interested in a particular media track being played, the user

or the other party can tag the media track.

[0100] In step 612, the tag of the media track can be sent to the telephone of the other party

using a second type of communication network (e.g., the telephone network or an internet

network). The recipient telephone does not have to support media broadcasts - that is, the

recipient telephone does not need to have media receiver components or be an integrated

PMD and telephone device. If the recipient telephone does support media broadcasts, the

recipient device can automatically notify the recipient user when a media broadcast later

plays the tagged media and provide the recipient user with an opportunity to listen to and/or

purchase the media track.

[0101] At step 614, the user may indicate a desire to stop bleeding the media broadcast into

the call. If the user does not indicate a desire to stop bleeding the media broadcast into the

call, the process continues to bleed the track into the call (step 610), allowing the user further

opportunities to interact with the broadcast. Once the user indicates a desire to stop bleeding

the media broadcast into the call, the PMD stops bleeding the track into the call (step #X916).

If the call has not ended (step 618), the PMD may continue outputting the media track

information (step 604) and await further instructions. If the call has ended, the process

returns to the idle state.

[0102] It will be appreciated that the processes described herein is illustrative and that

variations and modifications are possible. Steps described as sequential may be executed in

parallel, order of steps may be varied, and steps may be modified or combined. Any network

or combination of networks may be used to deliver media broadcasts and/or associated

information to a PMD or an accessory communicably coupled thereto.

Storing Tags in a PMD

[0103] In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, tag information related

to a broadcast can be stored in storage device 106 of PMD 102 of FIG. IA. As described

below, the tag information can be stored in a structured data file and later accessed by

accessory 104 or a different accessory (e.g., computer system 170 of FIG. ID used as a host).



[0104] In one embodiment, the structured data file can include an XML dictionary

representing the metadata for each tagged track. As is generally known in the art, an XML

dictionary provides a set of key-value pairs. The dictionary can be hierarchical; that is, the

value associated with a particular key can be a dictionary. Various XML formats can be

used; in one embodiment, the XML file is formatted as a Mac OS X Core Foundation

property list.

[0105] FIG. 7 illustrates a hierarchical XML dictionary file 700 that can be used to store

tags according to an embodiment of the present invention. The top-level keys in this

embodiment includes:

[0106] (1) Version information. The MajorVersion and MinorVersion keys can specify

the version of the XML dictionary file format. In one embodiment, files with different major

versions might not be compatible with each other; files with the same major version but

different minor versions are compatible with each other.

[0107] (2) Manufacturer-identifying information for the manufacturer of the accessory

that collected the tags. ManufacturerID can be a unique numeric identifier of the

manufacturer. In one embodiment, this identifier is assigned by a manufacturer of a line of

PMDs to authorized manufacturers of accessories that interoperate with those PMDs.

ManufacturerName can be the name of the manufacturer of the accessory. DeviceName can

be a model name or other manufacturer-assigned name for the accessory device.

iTunesAffiliateID can be used to identify the manufacturer as an affiliate of the iTunes

Store™. (Other affiliations might be provided in addition to or instead of an iTunes Store™

affiliation, e.g., an affiliation with a different media asset management and/or downloading

service.)

[0108] (3) A MarkedTracks key, whose associated value can be an array of one or more

lower-level dictionaries. Each lower level dictionary can represent the tag information for a

particular track. The tag information can include, e.g., any or all of the fields listed in FIG. 2.

[0109] As noted above, PMD 102 and accessory 104 can communicate in a variety of ways

via wired (e.g., USB, FireWire, universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter ("UART")) or

wireless (e.g., Bluetooth) channels. Regardless of the particular communication path, PMD

102 and accessory 104 can communicate by exchanging commands and data according to a

protocol. The protocol defines a format for sending messages between PMD 102 and

accessory 104. For instance, the protocol may specify that each message is sent in a packet



with a header and an optional payload. The header provides basic information (e.g., a start

indicator, length of the packet, and a command to be processed by the recipient), while the

payload provides any data associated with the command. In some embodiments, the

commands may be defined such that a particular command is valid in only one direction.

[0110] The protocol can define a number of "lingoes," where a "lingo" is a group of related

commands that can be supported (or unsupported) by various classes of accessories. In one

embodiment, each command is uniquely identified by a first byte identifying the lingo to

which the command belongs and a second byte identifying the particular command within the

lingo. Other command structures may also be used. It is not required that all accessories, or

all PMDs to which an accessory can connect, support every lingo defined within the protocol.

[0111] In some embodiments, every accessory 104 and every PMD 102 that are designed to

be interoperable with each other may support at least a "general" lingo that includes

commands common to all such devices. The general lingo can include commands enabling

the PMD and the accessory to identify and authenticate themselves to each other and to

provide general information about their respective capabilities, including which (if any) other

lingoes each supports. The general lingo can also include authentication commands that the

PMD can use to verify the purported identity and capabilities of the accessory (or vice versa),

and the accessory (or PMD) may be blocked from invoking certain commands or lingos if the

authentication is unsuccessful.

[0112] In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, a command protocol

supported by PMD 102 and accessory 104 can include a "storage" lingo (or other group of

commands) that can be used to communicate commands and data related to storing tags for

broadcast content. In this embodiment, the commands of the storage lingo allow accessory

104 to direct PMD 102 to store tag information (or metadata) on its internal storage medium.

[0113] In one embodiment, the storage lingo includes the following commands:

[0114] (1) GetPlayerCaps. Accessory 104 can send this command to PMD 102 to

request information as to the player's storage capabilities.

[0115] (2) RetPlayerCaps. PMD 102 can respond to a GetPlayerCaps command by

sending back this command; the packet payload includes the requested information hi one

embodiment, the capability information includes: the total size of PMD 102's internal storage

medium; the largest allowed file size; the maximum amount of data that can be written to



storage using a single WritePlayerFileData command (described below); and version

information identifying the version of the storage lingo supported by the player. Other

information might also be included in addition to or instead of the above.

[0116] (3) OpenPlayerFile. Accessory 104 can send this command to PMD 102 to

instruct PMD 102 to open a file for writing tags. In one embodiment, this command is sent as

a packet with a non-empty payload. The payload can contain a value (referred to herein as a

"feature value") used to indicate the purpose of the file. Tag files can thus be associated with

a specific feature value. The feature value allows the storage lingo to be used for other types

of files; thus, the storage lingo is not limited to storing tags.

[0117] (4) RetPlayerFileHandle. PMD 102 can respond to an OpenPlayerFile command

by opening a file (e.g., an XML dictionary file for tags) and using the RetPlayerFileHandle

command to provide to accessory 104 a unique identifier ("handle") for the newly opened

file. The handle can be similar to a Unix file descriptor. In one embodiment, the handle

remains valid until either the accessory is detached or the accessory closes the file (see

ClosePlayerFile command below). Use of a handle can be particularly helpful in

embodiments where PMD 102 and/or accessory 104 may have multiple files open

concurrently; in some embodiments, only one tag file can be open at a time, and a handle

might or might not be used.

[0118] (5) WritePlayerFileData. After opening a file, accessory 104 can send this

command to PMD 102 to add data (e.g., a tag for a newly tagged track) to an open file. The

payload associated with this command can include the handle for the file to be written, an

offset (location within the file) at which to begin writing the data, and the data to be written.

Accessory 104 can limit the data size for each WritePlayerFileData command in accordance

with PMD 102's limit on data per WritePlayerFileData command, e.g., as specified by PMD

102 in the RetPlayerCaps command (described above). If a tag is larger than the specified

limit, accessory 104 may send multiple WritePlayerFileData commands in order to complete

the writing of a tag. Accessory 104 can keep track of the offset, e.g., to avoid overwriting a

previous tag with a new one. In some embodiments, the file is written sequentially; i.e., the

offset begins at zero and increments in accordance with the size of each write command. In

other embodiments, sequential writing is not required.

[0119] (6) PlayerAck. PMD 102 can send this command to accessory 104 to

acknowledge a WritePlayerFileData command and any other storage lingo commands that do



not require specific responsive information. The payload advantageously includes an

identifier of the packet being acknowledged and a result status indicator, which can be a

numeric value or bit pattern indicating whether the write was successful and if not, why it

failed. For example, numeric values can be defined to represent specific failure conditions

such as improper authentication of accessory 104, lack of resources in PMD 102, invalid file

handle, excessive data size in the WritePlayerFileData packet, and so on. In some

embodiments, after sending one WritePlayerFileData packet, accessory 104 waits for a

PlayerAck indicating successful completion before sending another WritePlayerFileData

packet or ClosePlayerFile packet (described below). Waiting for the PlayerAck can help

prevent errors, e.g., if the status of the file after a failed WritePlayerFileData command is

indeterminate.

[0120] (7) GetPlayerFreeSpace. Accessory 104 can send this command to PMD 102 to

determine the amount of available space in PMD 102's internal storage medium.

[0121] (8) RetPlayerFreeSpace. PMD 102 can respond to a GetPlayerFreeSpace

command by sending this command. The payload in one embodiment includes a value

indicating the amount of free space in PMD 102's internal storage medium.

[0122] (9) ClosePlayerFile. Accessory 104 can send this command to PMD 102 to close

an open file. The payload includes the handle for the file to be closed. PMD 102 can

respond using the PlayerAck command (described above) to indicate whether the file was

successfully closed. In some embodiments, PMD 102 can also digitally sign the file before it

is closed. This signature can be used, e.g., to verify data integrity. For example conventional

digital signature techniques that reveal whether a file has been modified after the signature

was generated can be implemented. Once the ClosePlayerFile command succeeds, the

handle is no longer valid for accessing the file that is now closed; PMD 102 can reassign the

handle to another file if desired.

[0123] It will be appreciated that the command set described herein is illustrative and that

variations and modifications are possible. Other commands, such as a command to PMD 102

to read from an open file and a command to accessory 104 returning the read data, can also

be supported. Thus, for example, in the event of an error during write, accessory 104 can

read back the data it attempted to write to determine where the error occurred; accessory 104

can then issue a corrective WritePlayerFileData command or close the file and open a new

one as needed.



[0124] It should also be noted that in some embodiments, accessory 104 can open multiple

files at once, as long as the handle assigned to each file is unique.

Processes for Capturing Tags

[0125] In some embodiments of the present invention, PMD 102 and accessory 104

communicate to capture and record tags in a storage medium of PMD 102.

[0126] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of process 800 illustrating user interactions with media

broadcasts in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. Any one or more of

the steps of process 800 can be initiated and performed by a controller (e.g., microcontroller

or microprocessor executing suitable program code) of PMD 102 or accessory 104 of FIG.

IA.

[0127] The process begins at step 801 , at which the controller can initiate a user interaction

program. At step 802, the controller can check to see whether any additional interactions

with media broadcasts are likely. For example, the controller can check whether there is an

error in the system (e.g., receiver 122 is not receiving a signal) or whether the user has

indicated an intention to stop interacting with live media broadcasts (e.g., by turning off PMD

102 or accessory 104). If no additional interactions are likely, the controller can exit the

process (step 804).

[0128] If additional interactions are likely, in step 806, the controller can wait for the user

to actuate a user input, e.g., user input component 118 of PMD 102 or user interface

component 132 of accessory 104, or the like. While waiting, the PMD or accessory can

indicate to the user that the content that is currently playing is "taggable." The PMD can also

indicate the quality of the tag (using a display device, audio emitting device, etc.). Some

broadcasts can have a less taggable information than others, which can have a very rich,

complete tag available. Whatever information is available can be displayed by some

embodiments of the PMD or accessory.

[0129] When the user actuates one of these user inputs, the controller can determine which

function the user wants to initiate (step 808). In one embodiment, the user can select among

multiple functions including buying the current track ("BUY" function), tagging the current

track for possible later purchase ("TAG" function), or recording the current track ("REC"

function). The user's selection can be determined based on, e.g., the user input actuated when

multiple user inputs are provided, the number of times or length of time the user engages the

user input when the user input is multi-functional, etc.



[0130] If the BUY function is selected, the controller initiates a purchase of the currently

playing track. In step 810, the controller can determine whether PMD 102 or accessory 104

is currently connected to a data network via which a media asset delivery service is

accessible. For example, referring to FIG. ID, computer system 170 is an accessory that can

be connected to media asset delivery service 178 via network 174 while also receiving a

media broadcast via network 174. As another example, referring to FIG. IE, PMD 180 can

be connected wirelessly to a network and through the network to a media asset delivery

service while accessory 104 receives a media broadcast. If the PMD or accessory is

connected to a data network, in step 812, the controller can retrieve the currently playing

track (or further descriptive information pertaining thereto) from the media asset delivery

service.

[0131] In one embodiment of the present invention, the controller can tag the song or other

audio track currently being played, even when the PMD or accessory is networked. In this

case, the tag may be stored with an indicator that designates the associated media track as

being one that has already been purchased.

[0132] At step 814 the controller can download a media asset corresponding to the

currently playing track from the media asset delivery service. At step 816, the controller can

store the downloaded media asset, e.g., in storage device 106 of PMD 102 or in a storage

device of accessory 104. The media asset can be stored as a single file or as multiple files

(e.g., as a media content file and an associated file with corresponding identification

information). If the media asset is stored in accessory 104, the user can download the file

into PMD 102 at a later time. Similarly, if the media asset is stored in PMD 102 or accessory

104, the user can download or transfer the file(s) from one device to the other at a later time.

The controller also can add the downloaded audio track to a predetermined or user-specified

playlist stored on, e.g., PMD 102. In some embodiments, a computer system (e.g., computer

system 170 of FIG. ID) acts as a host system for PMD 102, with the user managing assets

stored on PMD 102 via suitable software executing on computer system 170 (e.g., the

iTunes™ media asset management software provided by Apple Inc.). In this instance, the

media asset may first be downloaded to the host system, then transferred (e.g., copied or

moved) to PMD 102.

[0133] Returning to step 810, if PMD 102 and accessory 104 are currently unable to

communicate with the media asset delivery service (e.g., neither device is connected to a



suitable network), then in step 818, the controller can store a tag for the track currently being

played and include a "buy indicator" with the tag (step 820). The buy indicator indicates that

the user has already decided to acquire the track, and when PMD 102 or accessory 104 is next

able to communicate with the media asset delivery service, the track can be downloaded

without further user interaction.

[0134] When the controller tags the audio track, the controller can provide visual and/or

audio feedback, e.g., to acknowledge the tag. As used herein, when the controller tags a

media track during a live broadcast, the controller extracts information from the live

broadcast that can be used to identify the audio track being played and stores the extracted

identification information for later use. The tags can be stored in any of the above-mentioned

storage media, including media located on PMD 102 and/or accessory 104. Storing of tags

and communicating tags between accessory 104 and PMD 102 is described further below.

[0135] Referring again to step 808, if the user actuates the user input to indicate the TAG

function, the controller can tag the track currently being played in the media broadcast in step

822. As described below, when a user indicates the TAG function, the user can be given an

opportunity to review information about the tagged track at a later time before deciding

whether to purchase the track.

[0136] Referring again to step 808, if the user actuates the user input to indicate the REC

function, at step 824, the controller can initiate one of multiple recording operations - manual

recording, scheduled recording, and pause recording. In manual recording, the controller can

record a segment of the broadcast that currently is being received. The recording begins

when the user input indicating manual recording is received and ends when a further user

input indicating end of recording is received.

[0137] In scheduled recording, the controller can permit the user to instruct the controller to

record a segment of a future broadcast. The controller can present the user with schedule

information using, e.g., EPG (electronic program guide) data, which can be encoded within a

broadcast or provided separately (e.g., via a second network as shown in FIGS. 4A and 4B),

and the user can select one or more broadcast segments to be recorded based on the EPG

data. A tag can be stored to correspond to each scheduled recording.

[0138] In pause recording, the controller can "pause" the live broadcast, e.g., in a manner

similar to that employed by the media system offered by TiVo of Alviso, California. For

example, the controller can continuously buffer a predetermined amount of the received



transmission. When the user "unpauses" the transmission, the controller can iteratively

output the buffered transmission and continue to buffer the live broadcast. During playback

of a buffered transmission, the controller can permit the user to buy or tag audio tracks

currently being played or manually record the broadcast, as described above. As used herein,

playback of buffered radio transmission when using the pause function is considered a live

media broadcast.

[0139] In step 826, the controller can store the recorded media broadcast in one of the

above-mentioned storage mediums.

[0140] PMD 102 and accessory 104 can interact in a variety of ways to collect and store tag

data. Examples will now be described. In one embodiment, accessory 104 uses the storage

lingo described above to write an XML file in the format of FIG. 7 to a storage medium of

PMD 102. The XML file can contain all of the tags collected during a period when accessory

104 is connected to PMD 102. In alternative embodiments, each tag can be written to a

separate tag file. In still other embodiments, accessory 104 can collect tag information in its

own internal storage medium, then transfer the collected information to PMD 102 when PMD

102 next connects to accessory 104.

[0141] FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of a process 900 for capturing and recording tags

according to an embodiment of the present invention, illustrating use of the storage lingo

commands described above and the XML file of FIG. 7. Process 900 begins (step 902) when

accessory 104 is connected to PMD 102. At step 904, accessory 104 identifies itself to PMD

102 and can perform an authentication procedure. Step 904 may include determining

whether accessory 104 and PMD 102 are compatible with respect to the storage lingo; if they

are not, then process 900 might not be used.

[0142] Assuming PMD 102 and accessory 104 are compatible with respect to the storage

lingo, accessory 104 proceeds to open a file for writing tags. For example, at step 906,

accessory 104 can send a GetPlayerCaps command to determine the storage capabilities of

PMD 102. PMD 102 can return the information using a RetPlayerCaps command (step 908).

Accessory 104 may also request additional information before proceeding. For instance,

accessory 104 might use a GetPlayerFreeSpa.ee command to ascertain the amount of space

available for writing tags in PMD 102's internal storage medium.

[0143] Once the capabilities of PMD 102 have been ascertained, accessory 104 can send an

OpenPlayerFile command, identifying the file to be opened as a tag file, at step 910. In



response, PMD 102 opens a file. In one embodiment, PMD 102 can maintain a folder (or

directory) tree for storing its files, and tag files can be always opened in the same folder

within this tree, making them easy to locate later. At step 912, PMD 102 returns a

RetPlayerFileHandle command with the handle for the newly opened file.

[0144] At step 914, the initial information (e.g., top-level dictionary block 710 of FIG. 7) is

written to the file. In embodiments where the file is identified as being for tags (e.g., using

the feature value as described above), the initial information may be automatically written by

PMD 102 upon opening the file. In other embodiments, accessory 104 may write the initial

information using one or more WritePlayerFileData commands.

[0145] Once the file is opened, process 900 waits for a next action (step 916). In this

embodiment, the relevant next actions are tagging a track and exiting the tagging session.

[0146] Tagging a track can occur, e.g., in response to a request from the user. For instance,

while a track is playing, the user may operate a user interface control of accessory 104 to

indicate that the track should be tagged. As noted above, PMD 102 or accessory 104 can

indicate to a user when a playing track is taggable and may provide information as to the

amount of metadata available (e.g., by displaying available metadata).

[0147] At step 920, accessory 104 can extract the metadata or other data to be used as a tag

from the broadcast data stream. For example, accessory 104 can extract metadata from the

broadcast data stream, add additional information (e.g., station or channel to which accessory

104 is tuned, URL from which accessory 104 is receiving data, timestamp, identifying

information for the accessory), and/or capture a representation of a subset of the broadcast

content. In an alternative embodiment, accessory 104 might extract and buffer the tag

information as each track is received, with the tag information being written to the tag file

only if the user elects to tag that track.

[0148] At step 922, when the user has requested a tag for the track, accessory 104 creates

an XML dictionary (e.g., a low-level dictionary block such as block 720 in FIG. 7) for the

new tag. At step 924, accessory 104 can send one or more WritePlayerFileData commands

to PMD 102 to write the XML dictionary to the already-opened file. In one embodiment,

after creating the XML dictionary, accessory 104 determines the size of the dictionary and

compares that size to the maximum write size (obtained from the player at step 908). Based

on this comparison, accessory 104 can determine how many WritePlayerFileData commands

are needed and can issue them sequentially to PMD 102. For each WritePlayerFileData



command sent, accessory 104 can receive a PlayerAck command and can use the payloads of

these commands to determine whether any errors occurred so that appropriate corrective

action can be taken. For example, if an error occurred, accessory 104 can close the file, open

a new file and attempt to write the tag again. As another example, if a write fails due to lack

of space in storage device 106 of PMD 102, accessory 104 can alert the user that the tags

cannot be transferred until space is freed on PMD 102.

[0149] After writing the XML dictionary for the new tag, process 900 returns to step 9 16 to

await the next user action. The XML file can be held open during this time; thus, any number

of tags can be written to the same XML file. In other embodiments, file formats other than

XML or XML dictionaries may be used, and process 900 can be modified to write tag data

using any desired format.

[0150] Eventually, accessory 104 detects that the current tagging session should end. For

example, the maximum file size might be reached, the user may initiate a detach or

power-down process that decouples accessory 104 from PMD 102, or the user might set

accessory 104 and/or PMD 102 into a state in which tags are not recorded. In response, at

step 930, accessory 104 can send a ClosePlayerFile command to close the XML dictionary

file. In some embodiments, before sending the ClosePlayerFile command, accessory 104

may first write the final closing tags to the XML file (e.g., closing tags 730 in FIG. 7). In

other embodiments, PMD 102 may respond to the ClosePlayerFile command for a tag file by

writing the final closing tags and then closing the file. In either case, at step 932, once the

file is closed, PMD 102 can send a PlayerAck command to accessory 104 to confirm that the

file was properly closed. Thereafter, process 900 ends (step 934).

[0151] Other tagging processes can also be used. For example, FIG. 10 is a flow diagram

of a process 1000 for capturing and recording tags according to another embodiment of the

invention. In process 1000, PMD 102 can determine whether a track should be tagged and

instruct accessory 104 to create the tag.

[0152] Process 1000 starts (step 1002) when accessory 104 is connected to PMD 102. At

step 1004, accessory 104 identifies itself to PMD 102 and can perform an authentication

procedure; this step may be similar to step 904 of process 900 described above. At step 1006,

a tag file is opened. The tag file in this embodiment resides in a storage medium of PMD

102, and procedures similar to steps 906-912 of process 900 may be used to open the tag file.

If accessory 104 does not control writing of tags to the tag file in this embodiment, a file



handle might not be returned to accessory 104 when the tag file is opened. At step 1008, the

header section is written to the tag file, e.g., by PMD 102.

[0153] Once the tag file is opened, process 1000 waits for a next action (step 1010). The

next action may indicate that the track should be tagged; for instance, the user might operate

a user interface control on accessory 104 or PMD 102 to indicate that the track should be

tagged. If the track should be tagged, then at step 1012 PMD 102 can instruct accessory 104

to create the tag. At step 1014, accessory 104 creates the tag from the broadcast data. For

example, as described above, accessory 104 can extract metadata from the broadcast data

stream, add additional information, and/or capture a representation of a subset of the content.

In one embodiment, accessory 104 may format the tag as an XML dictionary or other format

suitable for writing to a tag file. At step 1016, accessory 104 can send the tag to PMD 102

(e.g., using one or more WritePlayerFileData commands as described above). At step 1018,

PMD 102 writes the tag to the tag file. Process 1000 can then return to step 1010 to wait for

the next action.

[0154] If the next action indicates an end to the current tagging session, PMD 102 closes

the tag file at step 1020, and process 1000 ends (step 1022). (As described above, accessory

104 may also detect the end of a tagging session and instruct PMD 102 to close the tag file.)

As in process 900 described above, ending the tagging session may occur under various

conditions, such as when the maximum tag file size is reached, when the user initiates a

detach process or otherwise changes the state of accessory 104 such that tags will no longer

be received or recorded.

[0155] FIG. 11 is a flow diagram showing a tagging process according to yet another

embodiment of the present invention. In this embodiment, accessory 104 can create a tag for

every track received during a tagging session, while PMD 102 selects which tags will be

stored. Process 1100 starts (step 1102) when accessory 104 is connected to PMD 102. At

step 1104, accessory 104 identifies itself to PMD 102 and can perform an authentication

procedure; this step may be similar to step 904 of process 900 described above. At step 1106,

a tag file is opened. The tag file in this embodiment resides in a storage medium of PMD

102, and procedures similar to steps 906-912 of process 900 may be used to open the tag file.

Since accessory 104 does not control writing of tags to the tag file in this embodiment, a file

handle might not be returned to accessory 104 when the file is opened. At step 1108, the

header section is written to the tag file, e.g., by PMD 102.



[0156] At step 1110, accessory 104 (or PMD 102) detects a next track in the broadcast,

e.g., by detecting a change in the broadcast metadata. If there is no next track (e.g., the

broadcast ends or accessory 104 stops receiving broadcast data), process 1100 ends as

described below.

[0157] When a next track is detected, at step 1112, accessory 104 creates a tag from the

broadcast data. For example, as described above, accessory 104 can extract metadata from

the broadcast data stream, add additional information, and/or capture a representation of a

subset of the content. At step 1114, accessory 104 can send the tag to PMD 102 (e.g., using

one or more WritePlayerFileData commands as described above).

[0158] At step 1116, PMD 102 determines whether to store the tag; if the tag is to be

stored, PMD 102 writes the tag to the tag file at step 1118. Process 1100 can then return to

step 1110 to await the next track. Process 1100 continues until the tagging session ends, at

which point there is not a next track. In one embodiment, PMD 102 can detect the end of the

session (step 1122) and close the tag file (step 1124) before process 1100 ends (step 1126).

Alternatively, as described above, accessory 104 may also detect the end of a tagging session

and instruct PMD 102 to close the tag file.

[0159] The determination whether to store a tag (step 1116) can be made in various ways.

In one embodiment, PMD 102 might receive a user input indicating that a currently playing

track should be tagged, and the decision whether to store the tag for a currently-playing track

can be based on whether that user input is received while the track is playing.

[0160] In another embodiment, PMD 102 can support a real-time logging mode, in which a

tag corresponding to every track received during a session of playing broadcast content is

stored. This can be convenient, e.g., in cases where the user is unable to (or simply forgets

to) operate a control to indicate which tracks should be tagged while playing the broadcast.

The user can later review a log of tracks that were played and select those that are of interest.

In some embodiments, the real-time logging mode can be enabled or disabled by a user, or

logging can be a fully automatic behavior, with PMD 102 automatically storing the tags for

each broadcast session as a log file (which can be similar to a tag file). Log files can be

stored indefinitely (e.g., until the user deletes them or as space permits) or for some

predetermined time period, or some number of most-recent log files can be stored. Other

techniques for determining which tags to store may also be used.



[0161] In still another embodiment, accessory 104 can collect tags for later forwarding to

PMD 102. For example, as shown in FIG. IA, accessory 104 can include its own tag storage

area 134. When operating in standalone mode (i.e., with PMD 102 not connected), accessory

104 can store tags in tag storage area 134. Tags can be stored indefinitely, e.g., until they are

transferred to PMD 102.

[0162] FIG. 12 is a flow diagram of a tag capture and recording process 1200 that can be

used by an accessory that has local tag storage according to an embodiment of the present

invention. In this embodiment, tracks can be tagged by the accessory (e.g., accessory 104 of

FIG. IA) regardless of whether the accessory is connected to a PMD (e.g., PMD 102).

[0163] When process 1200 begins (step 1202), accessory 104 determines whether PMD

102 is connected (step 1204). If so, then at step 1206, accessory 104 can write any

accumulated tags from tag storage area 134 to PMD 102. For example, accessory 104 can

open a tag file using the OpenPlayerFile command, write each accumulated tag to that file

using one or more WritePlayerFileData commands, then close the file using the

ClosePlayerFile command. Once the accumulated tags have been successfully written to

PMD 102, accessory 104 can remove the tags, freeing up space in tag storage area 134 to

store new tags.

[0164] If, at step 1204, PMD 102 is not connected or after all tags have been written to

PMD 102 at step 1206, process 1200 proceeds to step 1208, where a broadcast track is

played. For example, the user may tune receiver 122 to a particular station. Step 1208 may

also include detecting metadata associated with the current track and holding such metadata

in a buffer until accessory 104 determines whether the metadata should be saved.

[0165] At step 1210, it is determined whether the current track should be tagged. For

example, the user may press a button or operate some other control of user interface 132 (or

user input 118 of PMD 102) to indicate a desire to tag a track. As described above, other

criteria may also be used in this determination (e.g., whether automatic logging of all tracks is

enabled). If the current track is not to be tagged, process 1200 can return to step 1208 to

continue playing the track, eventually advancing to the next track and so on.

[0166] If step 1210 results in a determination that the track should be tagged, process 1200

determines whether PMD 102 is connected (step 1212). If so, then at step 1214, the tag is

delivered to PMD 102, which can write the tag to a tag file storage device 106 as described

above. Any of the techniques described above can be employed to write the tag. In some



embodiments, PMD 102 can generate a digital signature for the tag before writing the tag,

and the digital signature can be used later to verify that tag data provided by accessory 104

has not been modified. In some embodiments, PMD 102 can also include its own identifier

(e.g., a serial number of PMD 102) in the digital signature, and this identifier can be used by

a later recipient of the tag to verify that the PMD supplying the tag is the same one that

initially stored it. In another embodiment, accessory 104 can open a file, write the tag and

close the file once a successful write has been confirmed, creating a separate file for each tag

written while PMD 102 is connected.

[0167] IfPMD is not connected at step 1212, then the tag should be written to tag storage

area 134 of accessory 104. In some embodiments, a tag can also be written to tag storage

area 134 if a write to PMD 102 is attempted and fails. To write to tag storage area 134,

accessory 104 can first determine (step 1216) whether sufficient storage space for storing the

tag is available in tag storage area 134. If not, then at step 1218, accessory 104 can alert the

user to connect PMD 102 to accessory 104, and process 1200 returns to step 1202. If the user

connects PMD 102, accessory 104 can transfer the accumulated tags to PMD 102, freeing up

its local storage to support storing of additional tags.

[0168] Referring again to step 1216, if space is available in tag storage area 134, accessory

104 proceeds to store the tag in tag storage area 134 (step 1220).

[0169] At step 1222, after a tag has been written, accessory 104 can wait for the next track

to begin before accepting further requests for tags. Thus, even if the user operates a control

to request a tag multiple times during a single track, accessory 104 in this embodiment would

write the tag just once and avoid filling up storage space (either its own tag storage area 134

or storage device 106 of PMD 102) with redundant tags.

[0170] Step 1224 provides an option to exit process 1200, e.g., if accessory 104 is being

powered down or switched to another operating mode in which tagging would not be used. If

process 1200 does not exit (step 1226), the process can continue in a loop, checking

periodically to see if PMD 102 has been connected so that any accumulated tags can be

transferred thereto.

[0171] It will be appreciated that the various embodiments of tagging processes described

herein are illustrative and that variations and modifications are possible. Steps described as

sequential may be executed in parallel, order of steps may be varied, and steps may be

modified or combined. Commands and command sequences described herein may be



modified. For example, in some embodiments, accessory 104 might not instruct PMD 102 to

open a tag file during a session until the first time the user initiates a tagging operation during

that session. In other embodiments, accessory 104 might open a file, write a tag, and

promptly close the file to protect against data loss that may result if an error occurs while the

file is held open. Thus, accessory 104 could create any number of tagging files in a single

session, and each file might hold only one tag. In another alternative embodiment, accessory

104 might reopen a previous tag file (assuming the maximum file size has not been reached)

rather than creating a new tag file for each session. Decisions whether to tag a track can be

made by either the PMD or the accessory on a track-by-track or session-by-session basis.

Ambiguous Tags

[0172] Some embodiments also provide detection and handling of "ambiguous" tags. For

instance, depending on how metadata is transmitted, it is possible that the metadata stream

might not begin delivering metadata for a given track exactly in synchrony with the start of

the content for the track. By way of illustration, current HD radio standards allow up to a

five-second offset in either direction, so that metadata for a new track might arrive as early as

five seconds before the previous track ends or as late as five seconds after the new track

begins. If the user requests a tag during this ten-second transitional window, it is possible

that the current metadata might not correspond to the track the user actually wanted; such

requests are examples of ambiguous requests.

[0173] In some embodiments, when an ambiguous request is received, accessory 104 can

capture any and all possibly correct tags. For example, FIGS. 13A and 13B are flow

diagrams of processes 1300 and 1320 that an accessory can use to identify ambiguous

requests based on the transitional window for an HD radio broadcast according to an

embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 13A describes steps related to determining

whether a tag request occurs during the last five seconds of a track while FIG. 13B describes

steps related to determining whether a tag request occurs during the first five seconds of a

track.

[0174] Turning first to FIG. 13A, process 1300 can be used any time a tag is requested

(step 1302). Once the tag is requested, a five-second timer is used (step 1304) to defer

capturing of the tag long enough to allow detection of a change in the track metadata. At step

1306, at the end of five seconds, it is determined whether new track metadata was received.

If not, it can be inferred that the metadata that was current when the tag was requested is



unambiguously the desired metadata; accordingly, at step 1308, the current track metadata is

stored as a tag.

[0175] If, however, new track metadata was received within five seconds after the tag was

requested, then it is possible that the user intended to tag the new track rather than the track

whose metadata was current when the tag was requested (referred to for present purposes as

the "previous" track). Accordingly, at step 13 10, a tag is created and stored for each of the

previous track and the new track. Referring to FIG. 2, both tags can have their

AmbiguousTag fields set to a value indicating that they are ambiguous with each other, and

the tag for the previous track can have its ButtonPressed field set to indicate that its metadata

was current when the request to tag a track was received.

[0176] Referring now to FIG. 13B, process 1320 can be used any time new track metadata

is received (step 1322) before the immediately preceding track is tagged. At step 1324, the

previous track metadata is buffered so that it will remain available to accessory 104. At step

1326, a five-second timer is used to defer removal of the previous track metadata long

enough to allow detection of a tag request during the interval when such a request would be

ambiguous. At step 1328, at the end of five seconds, it is determined whether a tag request

was received after the new metadata was received. If not, then the previous track data is no

longer needed and can be discarded (step 1332).

[0177] If, however, a tag request is received within five seconds of receiving the new

metadata, then it is possible that the user intended to tag the previous track rather than the

new track (whose metadata was current when the user requested the tag). Accordingly, at

step 1330, a tag is created and stored for each of the previous track and the new track.

Referring to FIG. 2, both tags can have their AmbiguousTag fields set to a value indicating

that they are ambiguous with each other, and the tag for the new track can have its

ButtonPressed field set to indicate that its metadata was current when the request to tag a

track was received.

[0178] In this embodiment, accessory 104 does not need to attempt to resolve the

ambiguity. Both tags are recorded and eventually stored in a tag file in PMD 102. The user

can be prompted to resolve the ambiguity, e.g., when the tag file is read by a media asset

management and/or delivery system.



Access to Tagged Media

[0179] Once a tag file has been written and closed, the tag file can be accessed later by

various accessories or devices connected to PMD 102, thereby allowing a user to review and

optionally purchase the tagged tracks. In one embodiment, as shown in FIG. ID, PMD 102

can be connected to host computer 170 which provides access to a media asset management

and/or delivery service (e.g., the iTunes™ media management and delivery service provided

by Apple, Inc. or other existing media asset management and/or delivery services). Host

computer 170 can be programmed such that during a synchronization operation that

synchronizes PMD 102 to the media asset management system, host computer 170

automatically checks for and reads any new or updated tag files. The communication related

to tag files may be managed using protocols similar to those used by host computer 170 to

check for updates to other types of files (e.g., media files) that can be stored by PMD 102.

Thus, the reading of tag files can be managed without introducing an additional lingo into the

PMD's communication protocol. In some embodiments, stored tag files are removed from

PMD 102 after being processed and stored by host computer 170. The tag information for a

particular track may continue to be stored on host computer 170 as long as desired, e.g., until

the user deletes the information or purchases the tagged track. In an alternative embodiment,

PMD 102 can store tags in one or more tag files on its storage device 106; tag files can be

stored indefinitely, e.g., until the user deletes the tags contained therein or purchases the

tagged tracks.

[0180] Host computer 170 can locate tagged tracks within the media asset delivery system

(e.g., within the iTunes™ Store) and prompt the user to purchase any or all of the tagged

tracks. For example, host computer 170 can present the user a "playlist" of tagged tracks as

read from storage device 106 on PMD 102. (A "playlist" in this context refers generally to a

listing of metadata about tracks.)

[0181] FIG. 14 illustrates tag playlist 1400 according to an embodiment of the present

invention. Tag playlist 1400 includes various attributes of the tagged track, such as track

name, artist, album, genre, and date tagged (which may also include the time of day, although

this is not explicitly shown). Some of the information in tag playlist 1400 (e.g., date tagged)

can be extracted from the tags. Other information (e.g., genre) can be retrieved from the

media asset delivery system. Track name, artist and album fields can be extracted from the

tags or retrieved from the media asset delivery system, e.g., using a track identifier included



in the tag. It is to be understood that the track attributes listed in FIG. 14 are illustrative and

not limiting.

[0182] In some embodiments, some or all of the attributes of the tags can be clickable links

to additional content related to the tagged track. For example, clicking on either instance of

"Artistl " in tag playlist 1400 may cause host computer 170 to display a page listing

information about and/or additional tracks by Artistl. The user can also sort tag playlist 1400

by any of the listed attributes, e.g., by clicking on the appropriate column header.

[0183] Tag playlist 1400 can also include action buttons or other interface elements via

which a user can interact with the tagged tracks. For example, actuating "Preview" button

1402 can cause a preview portion of the track to be played. Actuating "Buy" button 1404 can

initiate a purchase process for purchasing the tagged track from a media asset delivery service

(e.g., media asset delivery service 178 of FIG. ID). Actuating "List" button 1406 can add the

tagged track to a list of tracks the user desires to own; such a list may be maintained by media

asset delivery service 178 and made accessible to other users thereof. Actuating "Share"

button 1408 can cause the tag information or the tag playlist entry to be shared with other

users; for example, in response to actuating Share button 1408, a dialog box may open,

prompting the user to identify the user(s) with whom the information is to be shared.

"Delete" button 1410 can cause the tag to be deleted from the tag playlist. (If the tagged track

is stored on host computer 170 and/or PMD 102, the track is not deleted.) Tag playlist 1400

can also include "Buy All" button 1412, which can be actuated to indicate the user's desire to

purchase all of the tracks on tag playlist 1400. It is to be understood that more or fewer user

interaction options may be supported. Some or all of the interaction items may be accessed

via other control elements (e.g., keystrokes), and the use of buttons as depicted is not

required.

[0184] In one embodiment, each tag file can be a separate playlist and different tag files

can be identified, e.g., by date of creation. In another embodiment, all of the user's tagged

tracks are presented in a single playlist; any duplicate tracks can be removed or visibly

marked as being duplicates. The user can review the playlist and can choose to save the list,

delete any or all of the tracks from the list, and/or purchase any or all of the tracks, e.g., from

the media asset delivery system.

[0185] In some embodiments, the playlist can also visually highlight any instances where

tags were identified as being ambiguous with each other (e.g., tags where the



AmbiguousTrack value of FIG. 2 has been set to indicate ambiguity) and the user can be

prompted to select the track that he intended to tag. To assist the user in making this

determination, the playlist may also include an indicator as to which track was considered

current when the ambiguous request was made; this information can be obtained, e.g., from

the ButtonPressed field of FIG. 2. The user can then identify and delete the unintended tag.

In some embodiments, the user might also have the option to keep both of the ambiguous

tags; if the user selects this option, then the ambiguity flags can be removed from both tags.

[0186] Tag playlists can be created by host computer 170 interacting with a media asset

delivery service (e.g., media asset delivery service 178 of FIG. ID). In other embodiments,

such as where PMD 102 can communicate with a media asset delivery service without

connecting via a host computer (see, e.g., FIG. IF), PMD 102 can create and display tag

playlists on its own display device; a host computer is not required to create or view tag

playlists.

[0187] FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of process 1500 that can be used by a controller (e.g., a

microcontroller or microprocessor executing suitable program code) of PMD 102 or host

computer 170 to generate tag playlist 1400 according to an embodiment of the present

invention. Process 1500 can begin (step 1502) automatically (e.g., when tag files are

transferred to host computer 170) or in response to a user request for a listing of tagged

tracks. At step 1504, the controller reads a tag file, which may be a newly received tag file

from PMD 102 or a tag file that was previously received and stored by host computer 170.

For each tag in the tag file, a unique track identifier (e.g., corresponding to the

Trackldentifier metadata field of FIG. 2) is extracted at step 1506. At step 1508, the

controller can communicate the Trackldentifier to media asset delivery service 178. Media

asset delivery service 178 uses the Trackldentifier to retrieve track-related information (e.g.,

track name, artist, etc.). and delivers the track-related information to the controller at step

1510.

[0188] Track-related information can include, e.g., information such as track name, artist

name, album name, genre or any other information that media asset delivery service 178

stores regarding a track. Track-related information can also include additional information.

In some embodiments, media asset delivery service 178 may provide a uniform resource

locator ("URL") or other information that can be used to link particular fields in a tag playlist

entry to related content. Thus, for example, an artist's name can be associated with a URL of



a page that lists tracks by that artist that are available for purchase via media asset delivery

service 178. In other embodiments, track-related information can include instructions and/or

content associated with some or all of the action buttons of tag playlist 1400 for the track.

Thus, for example, the track-related information can include instructions to be executed to

complete the purchase of the track if the user actuates "Buy" button 1404, other information

related to purchasing the track (e.g., price of the track), or the content of a preview portion of

the track that is to be played if the user actuates "Preview" button 1402.

[0189] At step 1512, the controller generates a tag playlist using the track-related

information received at step 1510. At step 1514, the controller presents the tag playlist to a

user, e.g., by displaying the list on a display device. This display device can be, e.g., a

component of host computer 170 or PMD 102. At step 1516, the user can interact with tag

playlist 1400, e.g., to preview, buy, or share tracks or the like. At step 1518, process 1500

ends.

[0190] It will be appreciated that the tag playlist and process described herein are

illustrative and that variations and modifications are possible. Steps described as sequential

may be executed in parallel, order of steps may be varied, and steps may be modified or

combined. For example, in some embodiments, the controller executing process 1500 can

send a separate request for track-related information for each track identifier or can send

separate requests for particular types of track-related information; in other embodiments, a

single request can include multiple track identifiers. In some embodiments where PMD 102

digitally signs tags or tag files, host computer 170 can read the digital signature(s) associated

with the tags or tag file and verify data integrity; tags that do not pass the verification test can

be excluded from the playlist. Host computer 170 can alert the user if tags are rejected. In

still other embodiments, host computer 170 or PMD 102 can deliver tag files to media asset

delivery service 178; media asset delivery service 178 can store the tag files (or portions

thereof) for the user and can generate tag playlists for delivery to host computer 170 or PMD

102 in response to a user request.

[0191] In some embodiments, reading the tag file may include error checking and/or data

integrity verification. For example, as noted above, tags can be digitally signed by PMD 102

when they are written to the tag file; reading the tag file can include verifying the digital

signature to make sure the tag data has not been altered or corrupted.



[0192] Tag playlists may include any combination of elements including but not limited to

those described herein. In some embodiments, some elements might be present or not on a

per-entry basis. For example, if a tagged track is not available via the media asset delivery

system or if the user already owns the tagged track, a buy option might not be enabled, but

the track can still be listed. Additional options for tag lists and user interaction with tag lists

are described in above-referenced U.S. Patent Application No. 11/210,172 (U.S. Patent App.

Pub. No. 2006/0235864 Al).

[0193] The user can interact with tag information and a media asset delivery service (e.g.,

media asset delivery service 178 of FIG. ID) in a number of ways to learn about and acquire

tagged media assets. FIG. 16 is a flow diagram of process 1600 illustrating user interactions

with a media management and delivery system, e.g., similar to iTunes™, in accordance with

one embodiment of the present invention. Although any one or more of the steps of process

1600 can be initiated and performed by a controller (e.g., microcontroller or microprocessor

executing suitable program code) of PMD 102 of FIG. IA or by host computer 170,

accessory 104 may also include circuitry that would enable accessory 104 to perform one or

more of the following steps.

[0194] In step 1601, a controller in PMD 102 or host computer 170 can open stored tag

files (which may have been created as described above). In step 1602, the controller can

determine the tag status of each stored tag (e.g., whether the tag corresponds to the BUY

function, TAG function or REC function described above with reference to FIG. 8). If a tag

corresponds to the BUY function (e.g., if a buy indicator is set as described above), then in

step 1604, the controller can retrieve the indicated media asset from the media asset delivery

service through the network. In step 1606, the controller can download the retrieved media

asset into a storage medium disposed in PMD 102, accessory 104, and/or host computer 170.

In some embodiments, downloading the media asset can include transmitting to the media

asset delivery service an affiliate identifier (FIG. 2) associated with the tag. The media asset

delivery service can use the affiliate identifier to credit the broadcast partner that made the

tag information available to the user; for example, the broadcast partner may receive a

portion of the purchase price for each tag that leads to a sale of a tagged track.

[0195] Once downloaded, the media files can be stored (step 1608), and process 1600 can

return to point A to process additional tags.



[0196] If the controller determines in step 1602 that one or more of the tags correspond to

the TAG function (e.g., the buy indicator is not set), the controller can retrieve the

corresponding media asset(s) and/or asset-related information from the media asset delivery

service in step 1610. In step 1612, the controller can permit the user to review at least a

portion of the retrieved asset(s) or related information. In one embodiment, retrieved assets

can be presented as a playlist similar to other playlists employed by iTunes™ and the

iTunes™ Store. Thus, for example, the playlist can provide controls via which the user can

preview a portion of the track, access information about the artist and/or album, purchase the

track, and so on.

[0197] At step 1614, the controller can determine whether the user wishes to purchase any

of the retrieved assets. If not, then the controller can return to point A in the flowchart to

process additional tags. If the user does wish to purchase one or more of the retrieved assets,

the controller can download the desired assets into a storage medium disposed in PMD 102,

accessory 104, and/or host computer 170 (step 1606). Once downloaded, the controller can

store the media file(s) in step 1608 and return to point A to process additional tags.

[0198] If the controller determines in step 1602 that one or more of the tags correspond to

the REC function (in which case the stored files would include at least one recorded

broadcast), the controller can perform one or more of the following functions - (1) purchase

individual audio tracks identified in the recorded broadcast segment, (2) disaggregate the

recorded broadcast segment into individual segments, or (3) playback the entire recorded

broadcast segment. In one embodiment of the present invention, the controller can permit the

user to select the function he or she wants to initiate. At step 1616, the user selects a

function, and the controller can detect the selection and take the appropriate action.

[0199] For function (1), the controller can parse the recorded broadcast data in step 161 8 by

extracting identification information about the media tracks within the recorded broadcast.

The recorded broadcast can be stored as a single file or as multiple files (e.g., as a media

content file and an associated file with corresponding identification information). Once

identification information has been extracted, the controller can perform steps 1610-1614 and

1606-1608 as described above.

[0200] For function (2), the controller can disaggregate the recorded broadcast data in step

1620. That is, the controller can use data encoded in the recorded radio broadcast data to

splice the recorded broadcast into individual segments. The controller can then present each



individual recorded segment to the user, e.g., as a playlist similar to that employed by

iTunes™. The controller also can present information about each individual segment using

identification information extracted from the recorded radio transmission. Because the

individual segments presented to the user are derived from the recorded broadcast, the user

may not have to purchase the audio tracks. Thereafter, in step 1622, the controller can permit

the user to select one or more individual audio segments. The controller can then store the

selected segments in step 1608.

[0201] For function (3), the controller can playback the entire recorded radio broadcast

segment in step 1624. Thereafter, in step 1626, the controller can permit the user to store the

recorded radio broadcast segment in its entirety. If the user does not want to store the

recorded broadcast, the controller can return to point A to process additional tags.

[0202] Once tag processing is completed (e.g., the user closes a window or navigates away

from the playlist(s) of tagged tracks), the process of FIG. 16 may end. As noted above, the

tags may continue to be stored indefinitely, and the user can access and interact with the

stored tags using the same process at different times. In some embodiments, tags are

automatically removed from the stored tag files once the user buys the track; the user may

also have the option to delete a tag without purchasing the track.

[0203] It will be appreciated that the user interaction process described herein is illustrative

and that variations and modifications are possible. Steps described as sequential may be

executed in parallel, order of steps may be varied, and steps may be modified or combined.

Functions other than those described above may be supported. For instance, the user may be

able to interact with a list of tagged tracks to obtain related information, e.g., by browsing the

catalog of the media asset delivery service using one or more of the tagged tracks as a starting

point. The user can also delete tags, view and sort the list of tags, and so on. A "buy all"

option, e.g., as described above, may also be supported. In some embodiments, the user can

also download a free version of a media track in addition to or instead of buying the track.

The free version may include, for example, the track content along with one or more

advertisements, or the free version may have lower resolution than a purchasable version of

the track, or it may include only a portion of the content.. In some instances, some or all

media tracks may be distributed without charging the user; for instance, a user may pay a flat

monthly fee for unlimited downloads, or some tracks may be offered for free on a



promotional basis. Thus, references to purchasing or buying a track herein should be

understood as including the case where the user does not pay to acquire a particular track.

[0204] FIG. 17 is a diagram of media (e.g., HD radio) communication system 1700

incorporating tagging features according to an embodiment of the present invention. In

system 1700, HD radio network 1702 can be an affiliate of online media asset delivery

service 1704 (which can be an Internet-based service such as iTunes™). Media asset

delivery service 1704 can provide affiliated radio network 1702 with metadata that can be

embedded in HD radio broadcasts. The metadata may include per-track metadata (e.g., an

identifier of the track that maps to the internal identifiers used by media asset delivery service

1700) and track-independent metadata, such as an identifier that identifies radio network

1702 as an affiliate of media asset delivery service 1704. Radio network 1702 can provide

this metadata, along with content (e.g., tracks) to its member radio stations 1706. In turn,

member radio stations 1706 can broadcast the content along with the metadata, e.g., using

HD radio technology.

[0205] A user can operate HD radio receiver 1708 to receive the content and metadata from

radio station 1706. Receiver 1708 can be, e.g., an embodiment of accessory 104 or accessory

104 described above. Thus, receiver 1708 can extract the metadata from a received broadcast

and create tags for any or all of the tracks, e.g., in response to user operation of a control

button 1710.

[0206] Receiver 1708 can be configured to communicate the tags it creates to PMD 1712 at

such times as PMD 1712 is connected to receiver 1708, as described above (e.g., by writing

one or more tag files to PMD 1712). PMD 1712 can be, e.g., an embodiment of PMD 102 or

PMD 102 described above. In some embodiments PMD 1712 may be equipped with

hardware and/or software based security features so that only authorized receivers 1708 are

capable of writing data to PMD 1712. For example, the command protocol may include

authentication commands by which PMD 1712 can determine whether receiver 1708 is an

authorized receiver, and PMD 1712 may reject any or all of the storage lingo commands

unless receiver 1708 is properly authenticated. Such security measures can protect PMD

1712 and data stored thereon from malicious tampering or accidental damage. In addition,

PMD 1712 can sign each tag file created by receiver 1708, e.g., using conventional digital

signature techniques, thus protecting the integrity of the tag data provided by receiver 1708.

For example, in embodiments where each tag is stored in a separate file, PMD 1712 can



generate the digital signature before writing the tag file; this can help to ensure that the stored

tag file contains the tag as received by PMD 1712.

[0207] After receiving the user's tags from receiver 1708, PMD 1712 can be connected to

host computer 1714. Host computer 1714 can read the stored tags from PMD 1712 and

produce a playlist of the user's tagged tracks. Host computer 1714 can also use the digital

signature on the tag files to verify that the tags originated from an authenticated receiver

and/or as a check on data integrity.

[0208] The transfer of tags from receiver 1708 to PMD 1712 and the transfer of tags from

PMD 1712 to host computer 1714 can be fully automated; that is, receiver 1708 can

automatically detect when PMD 1712 is connected thereto and can automatically transfers the

tags (including any accumulated tags) whenever a connection is detected. Similarly, PMD

1712 can automatically transfer stored tags to host computer 1714 whenever PMD 1712

synchronizes with host computer 1714. Thus, the user is able to conveniently and almost

effortlessly collect and review tags for broadcast tracks.

[0209] Host computer 1714 can be further connected to communicate with media asset

delivery service 1704 (e.g., via the Internet). For example, host computer 1714 can provide

the tag information to media asset delivery service 1704, allowing media asset delivery

service 1704 to offer the user an opportunity to purchase any or all of the tagged tracks. If

the user chooses to buy a track, media asset delivery service 1704 can deliver the track to host

computer 1714 (e.g., via the Internet). Host computer 1714 can further deliver the track (not

explicitly shown) to PMD 1712.

[0210] System 1700 can also include another PMD 1722 capable of receiving media

broadcasts including metadata and content from radio station 1706. For example, PMD 1722

can be configured with a portable receiver accessory as shown in FIG. IE. PMD 1722 can

also be configured to communicate wirelessly with online media asset delivery service 1704.

For example, PMD 1722 can be configured with WiFi or other wireless technologies usable

to communicate with a wireless access point connected to the Internet, and media asset

delivery service 1704 can also be connected to the Internet. PMD 1722 can communicate

tags and purchase requests to media asset delivery service 1704 in real time (e.g., as the user

operates a control to indicate interest in tagging and/or purchasing a track), and a user can

obtain information about a track and/or purchase the track without waiting to synchronize

with a host computer system.



[0211] Thus, a user of PMD 1712 or PMD 1722 is provided with options for obtaining

music, TV programming and other media content in which the user has indicated an interest.

[0212] A proprietor of media asset delivery service 1704 can generate revenue by selling

media tracks, including tagged tracks. While a tagged track can be identified in a variety of

ways (e.g., by reference to broadcasters' playlists, analysis of sound samples, or matching of

metadata such as track name and artist name to track information stored in a database of

media asset delivery service 1704), more reliable identification can be achieved if the tag

includes a unique track identifier used by media asset delivery service 1704. As incentive to

broadcasters and/or other entities involved in collecting tags to include these unique track

identifiers in the metadata and tags extracted therefrom, the proprietor of media asset delivery

service 1704 can offer incentives.

[0213] For example, as noted above, the tag metadata can include an affiliate identifier

assigned to a particular broadcaster (e.g., radio station 1706). The broadcaster can include

the affiliate identifier along with the unique track identifier in metadata broadcast in

association with media content. When a track is tagged, the tag information returned to

media asset delivery service 1704 can include the affiliate identifier. If the user purchases a

tagged track, media asset delivery service 1704 can use the affiliate identifier to determine

which broadcaster was the source of the tagged broadcast and provide an appropriate reward,

e.g., a portion of the purchase price of the track.

[0214] An affiliate rewards program can also be extended to other points in system 1700.

For example, metadata associated with a broadcast track can identify a creator or distributor

of the track (e.g., radio network 1702), and this identification can be the basis for making

rewards payments to creators or distributors whose content is purchased. As another

example, an accessory that facilitates tagging (e.g., accessory 1708 or 1722) can include in

the tag information identifying the manufacturer of the accessory. This information can also

be propagated to media asset delivery service 1704 and used to provide rewards to makers of

accessories that are used for tagging activities that result in a purchase.

[0215] Media asset delivery service 1704 may also provide access to other information

associated with a tagged track. For instance, the user may be able to preview a portion of the

tagged track, access a free version of the track (e.g., with embedded advertising content or

reduced quality), or the like.



[0216] It will be appreciated that system 1700 is illustrative and that variations and

modifications are possible. For example, while system 1700 refers to radio and to HD radio,

similar systems can be constructed around other types of media (e.g., video) and media

delivery channels (e.g., satellite, cable, Internet, wireless media etc.). In general, system

1700 can include any number of broadcasters broadcasting various types of media, and any

number of media receivers and media devices can be capable of receiving such broadcasts

and/or communicating with a media delivery service to obtain tagged media assets and/or

associated information.

[0217] In some embodiments, media asset delivery service 1704 can aggregate information

about tagged content across a number of users who communicate tags to media asset delivery

service 1704. Such information can be used in a variety of ways. For example, media asset

delivery service 1704 can generate a list of the most frequently tagged tracks over a given

time interval (e.g., a week). Lists can be broken out by media type (e.g., music, video, books,

podcasts), genre, artist or performer, or the like. In addition, to the extent that media asset

delivery service 1704 has access to demographic information about individual users, that

information can further be used to generate lists of popular tracks among certain segments of

the user base.

[0218] Aggregate information about users' tagging behavior can be used by media asset

delivery service 1704 to entice users to buy additional media assets. For instance a "Hot" list

of the week's most tagged tracks can be presented when a user connects to service 1704.

Demographic information can be used to recommend tracks that might be of interest based on

what users in similar demographic groups have tagged. In another embodiment, if a user has

tagged a first track, other tracks tagged by other users who also tagged the first track might be

recommended.

[0219] In another embodiment, media asset delivery service 1704 can collect information

about tags that do not match content provided by media asset delivery service 1704. Such

tags may correspond to tracks that are not available for purchase or free download from

media asset delivery service 1704. By tracking these "misses," media asset delivery service

1704 can identify popular tracks that are missing from its catalog, and a proprietor or

manager of media asset delivery service 1704 can use this information in determining

whether to acquire a particular track. For instance, it can be inferred that tracks that are more

frequently tagged are more likely to sell well.



[0220] In another embodiment, to the extent that tags include information about the

accessory and/or PMD used to create the tags, media asset delivery service 1700 can also

aggregate information about the products that are being used for tagging. This information

can be used in marketing of accessories or PMDs or the like, e.g., by identifying popular

accessories in the context of tagging.

Sharing Tags

[0221] In some embodiments, a user can share tags with one or more other users,

automatically or manually. In one embodiment, a user can create a list of people with whom

his or her tags should automatically be shared. Each time a user tags a media track, the user's

device can share that tag with one or more people on the list. Each list or person on the list

can be associated with parameters that define the types of tags to be shared with that person

or list of people (e.g., by media type, genre, artist/performer, etc.). A user can also select

people to receive a particular tags. Tags can be shared, for instance, using e-mail (e.g., with

an XML tag file as an attachment); instant messaging; short messaging service ("SMS," also

known as texting); messaging via a peer-to-peer or network; or the like. If the user's PMD on

which a tag is stored is configured to communicate via a suitable network (e.g., the Internet

or mobile phone network), the user can send tags to other users directly from his or her PMD.

Similarly, a user can also receive a tag directly onto his or her PMD. Alternatively, a host

computer can be used to send tags (e.g., via e-mail or instant messaging) after the tags have

been transferred from a PMD.

[0222] As described above, tags can also be shared among users who are parties to a

telephone call. Like other tags, a shared tag may include any combination of data elements

that can be used to identify the track and/or the broadcaster; in some embodiments, a shared

tag may also include a preview portion of the tag content (or a link to a location from which

the preview portion is available).

[0223] In other embodiments, a user can publish a list of tags. For instance, online media

asset delivery service 1704 of FIG. 17 can permit users to upload playlists, which then

become visible to other users of service 1704. (The other user can see the playlist but would

need to purchase the tracks, unless he or she already owns them, before actually playing the

list.) In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, a user's uploaded playlist

can include tracks he or she has tagged, regardless of whether he or she has purchased the



tracks. Other users can access the uploaded playlist and, if they so choose, purchase the

tracks.

[0224] In other embodiments, a user can generate tags for media tracks already stored in

the media library of his or her PMD(s) (or other devices) and share those tags with others.

Like media broadcast tags, the media library tags can be shared with others by sending the

tags using, for example, a telephone and/or internet network. The tags can be shared with a

user-defined list of people or with one or more people designated by the user in real-time

(e.g., during a telephone call). For example, a user can send media library tags or previously

generated media broadcast tags to a media broadcaster as media requests.

[0225] In embodiments where users can share tags, the tag data received by the recipient of

a shared tag may include a referral identifier that identifies a user who was the source of a

tag. When a user who receives a shared tag connects to media asset delivery service 1704

and purchases the tagged asset, media asset delivery service 1704 can award credits to the

referring user. These credits can be the basis for rewarding users who share their tags with

others and encourage those others to buy the tagged tracks. In one example, a user whose

shared tags result in a threshold number of purchases by other users might be rewarded with a

free download of a media asset, cash payment, or other incentive.

Further Embodiments

[0226] While the invention has been described with respect to specific embodiments, one

skilled in the art will recognize that numerous modifications are possible. For instance, the

commands and event sequences used to store tags might be different from the particular

commands and event sequences described herein. In some embodiments, additional

commands, such as commands allowing the accessory to read back data written to an open

file, could be added. The sequences of commands used to store tags in tag files might be

varied.

[0227] In addition, tags can be applied to any type of broadcast including but not limited to

musical tracks, spoken-word tracks, video broadcasts, podcasts, advertisements, still images,

and so on. Any identifying information associated with broadcast content may be included in

a tag for that content, and tags may be stored in any format desired.

[0228] The protocols and file formats described herein can be used with a wide range of

PMDs and/or accessories; for example, the PMD could have additional functionality such as

the ability to make and receive telephone calls, voice recorder capability, personal



information management capability (e.g., calendar, contacts list, e-mail, etc.). Further, in

some embodiments, some or all of the functionality described in connection with an

accessory could also be part of a PMD. For example, the PMD might be configured to

extract tag information from broadcast content, or a receiver could be packaged with a PMD

(e.g., inside the same housing) and sold as a unit.

[0229] In embodiments where the PMD includes an integrated receiver (e.g., as shown in

FIG. IF), the PMD can extract the tag information from the received broadcast. In

embodiments where the PMD is connected to a network, the PMD can communicate tag

information to a media asset delivery service immediately upon receipt thereof. Thus, in

some embodiments, as a user is listening to a broadcast track that is taggable, the user can

operate a user input control of the PMD to store the tag information and/or immediately

purchase the track. To store tag information, the PMD can write the information to a tag file,

e.g., as described above. To purchase the track, the PMD can forward a purchase request

including the tag information to the media asset delivery service via the network; the track

can then be downloaded from the media asset delivery service to the PMD via the network.

[0230] Embodiments of the present invention can be applied to a wide variety of media

types, including music, spoken word (e.g., audio books, lectures), video (e.g., television,

movies), still images, and others. Any broadcast medium may be used to transmit taggable

media content, and any type or combination of asset-identifying information can be included

in a tag.

[0231] Embodiments of the present invention can be realized using any combination of

dedicated components and/or programmable processors and/or other programmable devices.

While the embodiments described above may make reference to specific hardware and

software components, those skilled in the art will appreciate that different combinations of

hardware and/or software components may also be used and that particular operations

described as being implemented in hardware might also be implemented in software or vice

versa.

[0232] Computer programs incorporating various features of the present invention may be

encoded on various computer readable storage media; suitable media include magnetic disk

or tape, optical storage media such as compact disk (CD) or DVD (digital versatile disk),

flash memory, and the like. Computer readable media encoded with the program code may

be packaged with a compatible device or provided separately from other devices (e.g., via



Internet download). Program code may also be encoded and transmitted using carrier signals

adapted for transmission via wired, optical, and/or wireless networks conforming to a variety

of protocols, including the Internet.

[0233] Thus, although the invention has been described with respect to specific

embodiments, it will be appreciated that the invention is intended to cover all modifications

and equivalents within the scope of the following claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method performed by an accessory communicably coupled to a

portable media device ("PMD"), the method comprising:

receiving broadcast data including a first track;

determining whether the first track is to be tagged; and

in response to determining that the first track is to be tagged:

generating a first tag comprising identifying information for the first

track; and

instructing the PMD to store the first tag in a storage medium of the

PMD.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein determining whether the first track is

to be tagged includes receiving an instruction to tag the first track.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the first tag includes a plurality of

metadata items descriptive of the first track.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the plurality of metadata items

descriptive of the first track includes one or more items selected from a group consisting of a

track name, an artist or performer name, an album name, a time stamp, a track identifier

associated with the track, and a program type for the first track.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the first tag includes a plurality of

metadata items descriptive of a broadcaster of the first track.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the plurality of metadata items

descriptive of the broadcaster includes one or more items selected from a group consisting of

a station identifier of the broadcaster, a market area associated with the broadcaster, a

network or group with which the broadcaster is affiliated, and a uniform resource locator

(URL) associated with the broadcaster.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein receiving the broadcast includes:

receiving a plurality of metadata fields associated with the first track.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein generating the first tag includes:



populating an XML dictionary with a plurality of key-value pairs, each

key-value pair corresponding to one of the plurality of metadata fields.

9 . The method of claim 8 wherein populating the XML dictionary

includes:

including in the XML dictionary a key-value pair for which the key identifies

the corresponding metadata field as an unrecognized metadata field.

10. The method of claim 1 where the first tag includes a representation of a

portion of the content of the first track.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein generating the tag includes:

obtaining a metadata item associated with the first track from a source other

than a source of the received broadcast data.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the source of the received broadcast

data is a media broadcasting station and the source of the at least one metadata item is a data

network.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the media broadcasting station is a

radio station.

14. The method of claim 12 wherein the media broadcasting station is a

television station.

15. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

playing the first track.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein playing the first track includes:

operating a media output device of the accessory.

17. The method of claim 15 wherein playing the first track includes:

delivering the first track to the PMD, wherein the PMD plays the first track for

a user.

18. The method of claim 15 wherein determining whether the first track is

to be tagged includes:



receiving, during playing of the first track, a signal indicative of a request

from a user to generate a tag.

19. The method of claim 18 wherein determining whether the first track is

to be tagged further includes:

determining whether an automatic logging mode is enabled,

wherein in the event that the automatic logging mode is enabled, the first track

is to be tagged regardless of whether the signal indicative of a request from a user to generate

a tag is received.

20. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

displaying information about the first track.

21. The method of claim 20 wherein displaying the information about the

first track includes displaying the information on a display device of the accessory.

22. The method of claim 20 wherein displaying the information about the

first track includes providing displayable information about the first track to the PMD,

wherein the PMD displays the displayable information on a display device.

23. The method of claim 20 wherein the displayed information includes at

least some of the information that is included in the first tag in the event that the first tag is

generated.

24. The method of claim 20 wherein the displayed information includes an

indication of whether the first track is a taggable track.

25. The method of claim 20 wherein determining whether the first track is

to be tagged includes:

receiving, while the information about the first track is displayed, a signal

indicative of a request from a user to generate a tag.

26. The method of claim 1 wherein the broadcast data further includes a

second track, the method further comprising:

determining whether the second track is to be tagged; and

in response to determining that the second track is to be tagged:



generating a second tag comprising identifying information for the

second track; and

instructing the PMD to store the second tag in the storage medium of

the PMD.

27. The method of claim 1 wherein instructing the PMD to store the first

tag includes:

sending a first command instructing the PMD to open a tag file on the storage

medium of the PMD; and

sending a second command instructing the PMD to write the first tag to the tag

file.

28. The method of claim 27 further comprising:

sending a third command instructing the PMD to close the tag file.

29. The method of claim 27 further comprising:

in response to sending the first command, receiving from the PMD a handle

identifying the opened file,

wherein the handle is included with the second command.

30. The method of claim 29 wherein the broadcast data further includes a

second track, the method further comprising:

determining whether the second track is to be tagged; and

in response to determining that the second track is to be tagged:

generating a second tag comprising identifying information for the

second track; and

sending a third command instructing the PMD to write the second tag

to the tag file, wherein the handle is included with the third command.

31. The method of claim 27 further comprising:

prior to instructing the PMD to write the first tag to the tag file, instructing the

PMD to write header data to the tag file.

32. The method of claim 31 wherein the header data includes one or more

of:



version information identifying a version of a command protocol implemented

on the accessory;

manufacturer information identifying a manufacturer of the accessory; or

accessory information identifying or describing the accessory.

33. The method of claim 27 further comprising:

prior to instructing the PMD to open the tag file, requesting from the PMD

information specifying a storage capability of the PMD.

34. The method of claim 33 wherein the information specifying the storage

capability of the PMD includes one or more information items selected from a group

consisting of: a total size of the PMD's storage medium; and a largest allowed file size.

35. The method of claim 27 further comprising:

determining a maximum data size associated with the PMD,

wherein instructing the PMD to write the first tag to the tag file includes

sending to the PMD one or more write packets, each write packet including a write command

and an amount of data from the first tag that does not exceed the maximum data size.

36. The method of claim 35 further comprising:

receiving, in response to each write packet, an acknowledgement packet from

the PMD.

37. The method of claim 36 wherein each acknowledgement packet

includes data indicating whether the data of the corresponding write packet was successfully

written.

38. The method of claim 35 wherein determining the maximum data size

includes:

requesting from the PMD information specifying a storage capability of the

PMD; and

receiving a response from the PMD, the response containing at least

information indicating the maximum data size.

39. The method of claim 27 further comprising:

detecting an occurrence of a termination condition; and



in response to detecting the termination condition, instructing the PMD to

close the tag file.

40. The method of claim 39 wherein the termination condition is detected

in the event that a size of the tag file reaches a threshold defined in relation to a maximum

file size supported by the PMD.

4 1. The method of claim 40 further comprising:

requesting from the PMD information specifying a storage capability of the

PMD; and

receiving a response from the PMD, the response containing at least

information indicating the maximum file size,

wherein the received maximum file size is used to define the threshold.

42. The method of claim 39 wherein the termination condition is detected

in the event that the accessory is disconnected from the PMD.

43. The method of claim 1 wherein the act of generating the first tag is

performed at a time when the accessory is not coupled to the PMD, the method further

comprising:

storing the first tag in a local storage medium of the accessory,

wherein the act of instructing the PMD to store the first tag is performed at a

later time when the accessory is coupled to the PMD.

44. The method of claim 43 further comprising:

during the time when the accessory is not coupled to the PMD, generating at

least one additional tag, wherein each additional tag is associated with a different one of a

plurality of tracks of the broadcast data;

storing each of the additional tags in the local storage medium of the

accessory; and

during the time when the accessory is coupled to the PMD, instructing the

PMD to store each of the additional tags in the storage medium of the PMD.

45. The method of claim 44 wherein:

instructing the PMD to store the first tag includes instructing the PMD to write

the first tag to a first tag file; and



instructing the PMD to store each of the additional tags to the PMD includes

instructing the PMD to write each of the additional tags to the first tag file.

46. A method performed by an accessory communicably coupled to a

portable media device ("PMD"), the method comprising:

receiving broadcast data including a plurality of tracks and metadata

associated with each of the plurality of tracks;

during receiving of the broadcast data, receiving an instruction to tag a

currently playing one of the plurality of tracks; and

in response to the instruction to tag:

instructing the PMD to open a file on a storage device of the PMD;

instructing the PMD to write to the file a first tag record containing at

least a portion of the metadata associated with the currently playing track; and

instructing the PMD to close the file.

47. The method of claim 46 further comprising, in response to the

instruction:

determining whether the instruction to tag was received during a transition

period between the currently playing track and another track; and

in the event that instruction to tag was received during the transition period:

prior to closing the file, instructing the PMD to write to the file a

second tag record containing at least a portion of the metadata associated with the

other track.

48. The method of claim 47 further comprising:

including in each of the first and second tag records an indication that the

instruction to tag was ambiguous.

49. The method of claim 48 further comprising:

including in the first tag record an indication that the first tag corresponds to

the currently playing track.

50. The method of claim 47 wherein the transition period begins five

seconds prior to an end of receiving of the current track.



51. The method of claim 47 wherein the transition period ends five

seconds after a beginning of receiving of the current track.

52. An accessory for use with a portable media device ("PMD"), the

accessory comprising:

a receiver component configured to receive a broadcast including one or more

tracks;

a tag extraction engine configured to capture a tag comprising information

related to one of the tracks of the broadcast; and

an interface configured to communicate the captured tag from the tag

extraction engine to a PMD, wherein the PMD is configured to store the tag in a storage

medium.

53. The accessory of claim 52wherein the interface is further adapted to

instruct the PMD to open a tag file in the storage medium prior to communicating the

captured tag to the PMD.

54. The accessory of claim 52 further comprising:

a user input component adapted to receive a user input indicating that a current

track of the broadcast should be tagged,

wherein the tag extraction engine is further adapted to capture a tag

comprising information related to the current track in response to the user input.

55. The accessory of claim 52 wherein the tag extraction engine is further

configured to capture, as part of the tag, metadata received with the track.

56. The accessory of claim 52 wherein the tag extraction engine is further

configured to capture, as part of the tag, a portion of the broadcast data of the track.

57. A method performed by a portable media device ("PMD")

communicably coupled to an accessory adapted to receive broadcast data, the method

comprising:

receiving an instruction from the accessory to open a tag file in a storage

medium of the PMD;



in response to the instruction to open a tag file, opening the tag file and

returning a handle for the tag file to the accessory;

receiving an instruction from the accessory to write a first tag to the tag file,

wherein the first tag comprises identifying information for a track of broadcast data received

by the accessory; and

in response to the instruction to write the first tag, storing the first tag in the

tag file.

58. The method of claim 57 wherein the PMD maintains a folder tree for

organizing files stored thereon and wherein opening the tag file includes opening the tag file

in a folder selected by the PMD from the folder tree.

59. The method of claim 58 wherein the selected folder is a folder that is

automatically read during a synchronization operation when the PMD is connected to a host

computer.

60. The method of claim 57 further comprising:

providing the tag file to a host computer.

6 1. The method of claim 60 further comprising:

receiving a media asset corresponding to the first tag from the host computer;

and

storing the received media asset in the storage medium of the PMD.

62. The method of claim 57 further comprising:

extracting asset-identifying information from the first tag;

providing the asset-identifying information to a media asset delivery service;

and

in response to a user request to acquire a media asset corresponding to the first

tag:

requesting the media asset from the media asset delivery service;

receiving the media asset from the media asset delivery service; and

storing the received media asset in the storage medium of the PMD.



63. The method of claim 62 wherein providing the asset-identifying

information to the media asset delivery service includes communicating with the media asset

delivery service via a network.

64. The method of claim 63 wherein communicating with the media asset

delivery service includes communicating to the network using a wireless interface.

65. The method of claim 57 further comprising:

subsequently to adding the first tag to the tag file, returning an

acknowledgement packet to the accessory, the acknowledgement packet indicating whether

the tag was successfully added.

66. The method of claim 57 further comprising:

authenticating the accessory,

wherein the acts of opening the tag file and storing the first tag are performed

only if the accessory is successfully authenticated.

67. The method of claim 57 further comprising:

receiving an instruction from the accessory to close the tag file; and

in response to the instruction to close the tag file, closing the tag file.

68. The method of claim 67 further comprising:

digitally signing the tag file.

69. The method of claim 57 further comprising:

generating a digital signature for the first tag prior to writing the first tag to the

tag file; and

writing the first tag and the digital signature to the tag file.

70. The method of claim 69 further comprising:

authenticating the accessory; and

generating the digital signature for the first tag only if the accessory is

successfully authenticated.



71. The method of claim 57 wherein the PMD is further configured to

place and receive telephone calls, the method further comprising, during at least a portion of

a telephone call:

receiving broadcast content from the accessory; and

bleeding the broadcast content into the telephone call.

72. The method of claim 7 1 wherein the portion of the telephone call

includes a time when the telephone call is being connected.

73. The method of claim 7 1 wherein the portion of the telephone call

includes a time when the telephone call is on hold.

74. The method of claim 7 1 wherein bleeding the broadcast content into

the telephone call occurs in response to a user input signal.

75. The method of claim 7 1 further comprising:

while bleeding the broadcast content into the telephone call, receiving a user

input signal indicating that a currently playing track of the broadcast content should be

tagged; and

storing a tag comprising identifying information for the currently playing track

in the tag file.

76. A method performed by a portable media device ("PMD"), the method

comprising:

receiving a first tag comprising identifying information for a first media asset;

communicating at least a portion of the identifying information from the first

tag to a media asset delivery service;

receiving information related to the first media asset from the media asset

delivery service; and

presenting the received information to a user of the PMD.

77. The method of claim 76 wherein the information related to the first

media asset includes information related to purchasing the first media asset.

78. The method of claim 76 wherein the information related to the first

media asset includes a preview portion of the first media asset.



79. The method of claim 76 wherein the information related to the first

media asset includes information about a second asset that has a feature in common with the

first media asset.

80. The method of claim 76 further comprising:

requesting the first media asset from the media asset delivery service; and

receiving the first media asset from the media asset delivery service.

81. A portable media device ("PMD") comprising:

a storage medium adapted to store data including media assets;

a storage interface engine communicably coupled to the storage medium and

adapted to read data from and write data to the storage medium; and

an interface adapted to receive a tag comprising information related to a

currently playing track of a broadcast and to instruct the storage interface to store the tag in

the storage medium.

82. The PMD of claim 8 1 further comprising:

a receiver adapted to receive a broadcast;

a content extraction element coupled to the receiver and adapted to

communicate the broadcast content to an output device; and

a tag extraction engine coupled between the receiver and the communication

circuitry, the tag extraction engine being adapted to capture the tag for the currently playing

track of the broadcast.

83 . The PMD of claim 81 wherein the communication circuitry is further

adapted to receive the tag from an accessory device communicably coupled to the PMD.

84. A method of providing access to information about a media asset, the

method comprising:

receiving a tag comprising identifying information for a first media asset;

transmitting at least a portion of the identifying information to a media asset

delivery service;

receiving from the media asset delivery service a reference to track-related

information maintained by the media asset delivery service;



generating an entry for the first media asset in a list of media assets, wherein

the entry is associated with the reference to the track-related information;

displaying the list of media assets for a user; and

in response to a user input signal, using the reference to access the

track-related information.

85. The method of claim 84 wherein the track-related information includes

instructions to be executed to complete a purchase of the track.

86. The method of claim 84 wherein the first media asset is a track of an

album and the track-related information includes information about the album.

87. The method of claim 84 wherein the first media asset has an artist

associated therewith and the track-related information includes information about other media

assets associated with the artist.

88. The method of claim 84 wherein the track-related information includes

a portion of the first media asset.

89. The method of claim 84 wherein receiving the tag includes receiving a

tag file from a portable media device, the tag file including the tag.

90. The method of claim 84 wherein the tag is received from an accessory

configured to receive a media broadcast that includes the first media asset.

9 1. The method of claim 84 wherein receiving the tag includes:

receiving a broadcast that includes the first media asset; and

extracting the tag from the broadcast.

92. A method of acquiring a media asset, the method comprising:

receiving a tag for the media asset, the tag including an asset identifier

associated with the media asset by a media asset delivery service and an affiliate identifier,

the affiliate identifier identifying a referral source that provided the unique identifier;

sending an asset acquisition request to the media asset delivery service, the

asset acquisition request including the asset identifier and the affiliate identifier; and

receiving, in response to the asset acquisition request, the media asset from the

media asset delivery service.



93. A method of facilitating acquisition of a media asset, the method

comprising:

receiving, at a media asset delivery service, a request from a client device to

acquire a media asset, wherein the request identifies the media asset by reference to a unique

identifier associated with the media asset by the media asset delivery service, the request

further including an affiliate identifier, the affiliate identifier identifying a referral source

from which the client device obtained the unique identifier;

transmitting the media asset to the client; and

crediting the referral source identified by the affiliate identifier.

94. The method of claim 93 wherein the referral source is a media

broadcaster that includes the unique identifier as metadata associated with a broadcast of the

media asset.

95. The method of claim 93 wherein the referral source is a user of the

media asset delivery service.

96. The method of claim 93 wherein crediting the referral source includes

making a payment to the referral source.

97. A method of providing information about a media asset, the method

comprising, at a first portable media device ("PMD"):

receiving broadcast data including a track;

generating a tag for the track, the tag comprising identifying information for

the track;

storing the tag; and

transmitting the tag to a tag recipient via a network.

98. The method of claim 97 wherein transmitting the tag includes sending

the tag in an e-mail message addressed to the tag recipient.

99. The method of claim 97 wherein transmitting the tag includes sending

the tag in a short messaging service ("SMS") message addressed to the tag recipient.

100. The method of claim 97 wherein transmitting the tag includes sending

the tag in an instant message addressed to the tag recipient.
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101. The method of claim 97 wherein transmitting the tag is performed in

response to a user instruction, the user instruction identifying the tag recipient.

102. The method of claim 97 wherein transmitting the tag includes

transmitting, as a portion of the tag, information identifying a user associated with the first

PMD.

103. The method of claim 97 wherein the transmitted tag is receivable by a

second PMD.
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